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CHAPTER I

A great belt of industrial activity lies adjacent to a long 

stretch of the Atlantic seaboard» It originates in Mew England ^hich 

saw a new era of manufacturing begin at the same time that this country 

was created as a new nation. It spreads across most of the highly 

urbanised northeast and middle Atlantic ■ states* It crosses the Mason 

and Dixon line and pushes a finger into Maryland. Major manufacturing 

areas as defined ly the United States Bureau of the Census form an almost 

continuous band along this rich industrial region. The metropolitan 

Boston industrial area is followed in succession by the Worcester, 

Springfield-Holyoke, Hew Britain-Bristol, Waterbury, New Haven, and the 

Bridgeport manufacturing centers* The Hew Tort-northeast New Jersey 

region succeeds in bridging from the southernmost Hew England centers to 

the Philadelphia area with the aid of manufacturing activity centered in 

and around Trenton. The vast industrial area of Philadelphia is suffic

iently large to almost reach out and meet that of fork, Pennsylvania. 

Heavily industrialised Baltimore has attracted sufficient industry in 

its northern environments that it fills the gap between it and fork.

The course of r^ufacturing. This great industrial belt in the 

northeast section of the country is a rich heritage of the past. It 

traces by its course the gradual movement and enveloping expansion of 

industry during the early periods of our industrial revolution. It is
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anchored in Wio Ke* wham the neo Ae&hoa# of «ammfacWrlng

flr@6 took bold after found Uwdlr «agr aero#& the AtWitio* The pœ^rea# 

of ths factory ey&t<*& in this country %w o«ipar%tiTaly do# dwrln^ the first 

P&rt of tM nlneWonth ewtwiy# However* tho aoAmd half of the century au% 

a tromirndouo «aqgüRëio» of &*##&<%# induuytry during ahich the United States 

rose from an infay^r induatrial poaitlcn to the fofeawet plaça 

nations of the world*

Fro* its incoptlcn in Ne% Bagl&nd, Benufaoturing activity aprsad 

w»t%ard la tho i%ko of the ever groodog imnlgraticno# The rapidly in* 

creasing pe#%Wioa created an «Kinding hwno «Aikot* this «ac the pre- 

daainant ctwe for anchoring in pemanaat loo&tltm* the industry that had 

venturod to reach out into % virgin territory, The eagemoaa with %blüh 

Æærl«m inventor#, asglneorc and BMuufaoWrers grasped the significance 

of the transfer of ukill to the rmchin* and their utilization of the best 

talent Amen other countries were rospchAlhle for the devaLepaant of the 

tml^uely A^rlcan nethod& of neas proAwtlon#

The heavy prédonin&nca of nanuf^turlng antivity in the eastern 

United States bw&a&e established early* The develepCMmt of the factory 

cysts* In New England was abetted by extensive and readily syllable courcw 

of cheap water po*#* IhAll the atoan ongino began to offer a wpetltlye 

source of energy, nenufacturing restricted te anall plants or otherwise 

rwednod at the source of wtor po^er. The st@a*&_. &%*d the dis-
ÿjjrxsiu gaovB%" 

covexy of extensive deposits of coal wkd Iren in the middle Atlantic states 

permitted indnstxy to extend beyond its birthplace* Tho heavy concentration 

of population along the Atlantic amboard <n&i the growth of large emporta
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such as Boston, Rew fork, Philadelphia and Baltimore required means for 

rapid communication. As a result, this region has enjoyed incomparable 

transportation facilities: an excellent railroad and highway network 

and a well established system of inland waterways which once played a 

major role in aiding the location of industrial concerns in the regions 

it served. The lack of natural barriers in thia area has permitted an 

easy interchange of goods and materials at relatively low costs.

Immigration from abroad was a great impetus to American indus

trial growth. It in turn stimulated the movement of families and indi

viduals from many European countries who sought a better mode of living. 

The early Immigration^ to America was almost exclusively from the British 

Isles, Germany and Scandinavia. This old immigration moved west just 

beyond the line of settlement and it built an agricultural civilisation. 

Only a small portion of the immigrants settled in the towns or cities. 

On the other hand, the new immigration which began to assume large propor

tions in the early eighties vf the nineteenth century came from south and 

central Europe. These immigrants were engaged primarily in agricultural 

pursuits but more attracted almost exclusively to industry in America. 

The high wages and the rapidly expanding industrial and mining centers of 

the East drew the new immigration to this country. Because most of the 

land for settlement was no longer available, hoarder of immigrants were 

compelled to go to the cities and mining camps. This sudden heavy influx 

of foreign labor created many new social problems. A young and aggressive 

industry exploited the unwary immigrants without too much regard for personal

pp. 713-714* vol. 14, 1948 ed.
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values* In spite of the tremendous progress made in human relations, 

this dark age of American industry created such an unsavory aura that 

the uninitiated still believes that the industrial environment still 

emanates the elements of substandard living and creates degrading 

surroundings.

Washington fails to develop industry» The city of Washington 

and its metropolitan area lies directly south of this great belt of 

industrial activity. It is separated from Baltimore, the southern 

terminal of this stretch, by only a few miles. Baltimore is a typical 

industrial city with forty percent of those gainfully employed engaged 

in manufacture. This city, with iron and steel the largest employer 

within the manufacturing category, is comparable in size to Washington. 

Despite its close proximity to a rich manufacturing area, Washington is 

not an industrial city as one would expect it to be from its siae and 

location* The great industrial movements of the nineteenth century 

which blanketed such & wide area of the East stopped short of Washington 

and never penetrated further south. This large metropolitan center has 

been subjected to the same influences and has enjoyed virtually the same 

advantages as other cities in this groat industrial area. However, it 

has failed to nourish and develop manufacturing activity in that same 

manner which has created the tremendous economic expansion of this country

The nearly one and one-half million persons in Washington and 

its environments make this community one of the largest metropolitan areas 

in the United States. It enjoys excellent rail transportation and is an 

important exchange point in the main trunk lines between the north and
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the south* Many of the important rail lines in the East Geminate at 

the Potomac lords in the city of Alexandria, one of the major railroad 

freight interchanges in the country. Washington is also the hub of a 

highway network that permits the easy transfer by truck of freight to 

many nearby industrial areas* Along with many commercial cities, 

Washington is situated at the head of a navigable river that once car-, 

rled much transoceanic trade. As a further attraction to industry, the 

city can furnish at Georgetown quantities of water power from the 

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal with its thirty-three foot head above the 

Biver, 

Washington as a large city has the advantage of concentration^, 

Amen# these is the advantage of the market resulting from the centrali

sation of a large population, business and commerce* Manufacturers 

selling to a localised market and not dram to the source of materials 

find it advantageous to locate in a large city because of the massed 

buying power that is found there* Since centers of population naturally 

attract those who seek sork, a large city usually provides a good supply 

of labor* Manufacturers recognising their need for an elastic labor 

supply will therefore tend towards metropolitan centers* The city offers 

to labor educational facilities that cannot be excelled and provides 

housing and recreation* Industry finds that urban areas provide many 

experts in every line of endeavor which can furnish assistance with the 

operation of the firm* Due to concentration and the means for communica

tion, the exchange of ideas is also facilitated in the large city.

2 W* Gerald Holmes, fiant Location (McGraw-Hill Book Co», Inc*, 1930)
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In spite of these advantages of siae and location, Washington 

has failed to materialise as a center of industrial activity. %® favor

able nature of its location was recognised as early as the second quarter 

of the nineteenth century when a number of diversified manufacturing 

enterprises attempted operations in thin area. These flourished but a 

general growth trend failed to materialise. Manufacturing was slowly 

weeded out of the Washington scene since it was looked upon as a dis

cordant element in the ever growing role of the city as an important 

center of national affairs. This feeling was expressed appropriately 

V Louise Latimer in 1924 when she wrote

Though business in the capital city, with its excellent 
transportation facilities, will without doubt grow, few would care 
to argue that the capital should ever become a manufacturing city. 
The capital# whatever may have been the intention of its founders, 
has evolved into a place for the work of the government, for residence, 
for study, end t* a great extent for the pleasure of Americans visiting 
their own city*

A renewed interest* This attitude has been endorsed without 

reservation for several decades. However, today this is no longer true 

since the question of the role of industry in the Washington area is 

receiving considerable thought and is creating great interest in many. 

These are those whose responsibility is to administer to the public needs 

of the many inhabitants of this fast growing metropolitan area. The 

problems of introducing new industry in this region are uppermost in the 

minds of those who plan for the economic wellbeing and the best utiliza

tion of the assets of the community. The individual inhabitant is draw

^~Loui^ four Whimton and Mine (Charles Scribner* s
Sons, 1924)$ P-323
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strongly into these considerations and helps shape the future course by 

Stu#, exchange of ideas, end participating with groups who wish to 

achieve the ends he desires. The business community is intimately bound 

with the question of the future prospects of industrial activity in 

metropolitan Washington since it will be vitally affected both by direct 

association and indirectly as a result of secondary influences. The 

educator cannot help but notice the trend, for he is aware that industry 

must draw upon the youth of the area who have been trained to think and 

who have the basic information which enables them to adapt themselves 

to their productive tasks and to the people with whom they work*

Suburban growth and attendant problems# This new and searching 

attitude which has arisen since the above-quoted statement was made with 

such an air of finality is undoubtedly the product of the current postwar 

or*. It is one of the concomitant results of the tremendous reshaping of 

the Washington metropolitan area brought about by its recent growt&'âW 

movement of population*

Along with other metropolitan areas, Washington has witnessed a 

large and steady movement of population towards its suburban areas. This 

has created a number of "bed-room cities* along the outskirts whose in

habitants seek their livelihood and satisfy their wants in the central 

city. Their growth is seriously affecting the central city* Studies 

reveal that these suburban areas are inhabited mostly by the middle and 

upper income groups who in many cases have migrated from the central city* 

The increase in population of the city proper resulted primarily from the 

lower income groups. Thus there is a two-fold loss to the city: a loss 
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of those most able to carry the local tax burden and a gain of those who 

are unable to shoulder today* s high taxes. It is evident that thia out* 

ward. flow of population MH cause a decline in property values in certain 

areas of the city with an adverse effect on the revenue that is raised 

by the property tax.

The growth of the suburbs is bringing a heavy demand on local 

governments for facilities and services which are essential to the general 

welfare of the new inhabitants. The rate of growth of the suburbs has 

outstripped that of the District of Columbia during the past decade. In 

1953 for the first time the suburban population exceeded that of the 
District. It is estimated^ that 1,640,000 inhabitants reside within the 

confine a of the metropolitan area of ^hich approximately 835,000 persons, 

or about fifty-one percent of the total area population, are in the 

suburban counties and cities. An indie tion of the extent of the growth 

of the suburbs is obtained from the fact that in less than three years 

since the 1950 census was taken, some 50,000 new family units have been 

added in Arlington, Fairfax, Montgomery and Prince Georgeb Counties and 

in Alexandria and Falls Church. In contrast, the population of the 

District »s 802,178 in 1950 and has changed but little since than. At 

the same time, the city is currently being stripped of about 4,500 white 

families a year. Of the 65,000 new dwelling units built in the metro* 

politan area in the past three years, seventy-nine percent, or 51,000 units, 

were built in the suburbs. The greatest increase in population has

X*T1953, the Washington Board of Traders 
Business Outlook Conference.
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occurred^ in Arlington County with a on® hundred percent growth during 

the eight-year period starting in 194D. Similarly» Alexandria has 

recorded an increase of about seventy-five percent during the same period 

while the District of Columbia grew by only thirty percent* To further 

aggravate the burden on the suburban areas, it has been noted that there 

is an abnormally low percentage of white children under ten years of 

age in the District so that the suburbs have the expensive task of 

educating a disproportionate number of the white children of the 

metropolitan area*

The city and its suburbs. The District of Columbia has been 

able to achieve a measure of economic self-sufficiency. With about 

250,000 Federal employees currently in the Washington area, of which 

about 200,000 are employed in the District of Columbia, the District is 

a large center of government activity* This has been long recognised 

and the economy of the city has been developed around this basic fact. 

As a result, each new Federal employee provides for five to seven 

additional people, Ms family and the families of the service workers 

whose jobs he creates by being a new customerThe pattern of job 

locations also favors the economic stability of the District over its 

suburbs, since in 1947 eighty-four percent of all jobs were inside the 

District, nine percent in Virginia and seven percent in Maryland.

5 rfw its PwmriLg Esmelon.
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of Maryland, 
College Park, Maryland, Vol. IV, No. 1, June, 1950, p.5

6 J^shington* present and Future. A General Summary of the Comprehensive 
Plan for the National Capital and Its Environs, National Capital Park 
and Planning Commission, Washington, D.C., Monograph No. 1, April, 1950, 
p. 10.
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Ninety-one percent of the income earners fourteen years of age and over 

living in Washington also worked within the District, while fifty-four 

percent of Virginian» in the metropolitan area who are income earners 

worked in the District and forty percent in Virginia, Sixty-five 

percent of the income earners living in Maryland worked in the District 

and twenty-nine percent in Maryland & The preponderance of business 

activity that is being conducted within the District is again illus

trated by the division of the retail trade between the city and its 
7

suburbs» In 1948 the city of Washington accounted for seventy-five 

percent of the sales and receipts in the retail trade and seventy-nine 

percent of the full workweek employees.

The Washington area is characterised not only by its fast 
g 

growing population but also as cm® that enjoys an above average income.

On a per capita basis, income payments to individuals in 1948 were 

$1,691 for Washington and $1,410 for the United States. This large per 

capita income payment is due to the large number of salaried employees 

in Washington without agricultural pursuits to lower the city's average 

income. Furthermore, unemployment is minimized since Federal employees 

who are released return to their homes in other parts of the country. 

A high average is possible for Washington due to the large numbers of 

women who are gainfully employed and the relatively small size of the 

median family.

? p>8 

8 Ija^MrtSn, Present aœi îutaxrg, „lt o n 
Jœ* S2*» p.XL
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The Washington suburbs lead the District of Columbia by a 

considerable margin on the basis of income earned* The Bureau of the 

Census in its 1947 survey# found that income earners fourteen years of 

age or older residing in metropolitan Maryland had median earnings of 

$2,988 with earners from the Virginia area earning $2,72g, while the 

median earnings for Washington were $2,268*

Am A mto it
is evident that the suburban metropolitan area has been transformed by 

the late war from a rural and agricultural region into one that is 

prised as the residence of the more prosperous elements of the population* 

The sudden influx of new inhabitants has not overcome the inertia inherent 

in institutional changes so that the outlying areas suddenly find them

selves facing economic problems of a ^^proportionate nature* The hetero

geneity of the metropolitan area and its diversity of interests prevent 

it from being knit into an integrated whole at this time* As a result, 

each local community must seek its own solution since it cannot expect 

to enjoy the same benefits as have-ANKMM over a long period of years to 

the more stable central city. In addition, it must compete strenuously 

with the city proper when attempting to achieve a greater measure of 

economic self-sufficiency since business leaders in the District of 

Columbia are keenly aware of the loss of commercial activity to the 

suburbs that is now taking place and its cumulative effect on their 

business community.

9 Bureau of the Census, Series P-6G, Ito* 4
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It is this pressing current problem of having to achieve an 

economic balance between the need for public services for the new 

suburban population and the ability to furnish them that has catapulted 

the question of industrial development into the forefront. The re

discovery of the intentionally long neglected natural advantages of the 

Washington area coupled with a growing desire by the communities to 

welcome industry to use these assets and participate in the solution 

of area problems can have a very strong influence on the industrial 

growth and makeup of the metropolitan region. The evaluation of this 

very significant situation can best be made after gaining an under

standing of the problems of industry that affect their location and the 

manner ip which localities can attain a measure of control over locational
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G3NE8AL FACTORS THAT DETEBONa THE LOCATION OF IRDDSTRI

The choice of a suitable location for an industry may mean the 

difference between its success and failure. The industrialist is not the 

only one concerned with knowing what the requirements are for a good 

location. Financial and business institutions, railroads, utilities, 

local transit firms, community leaders and public administrators all 

have considerable interest in plant location and need to know how the 

various factors affect the location of different types of industries.

Weber* s theory of industrial location. In 1909 Alfred Weber 

produced his classical treatise on the theory of the location of 
industries.^ In the course of developing his basic principles, he made 

several simplifying assumptions that tend to weaken the results for 

certain of the extreme cases. Nevertheless, Weber's theoretical frame* 

work is a model for departure in analysing more complex situations and 

it approximates closely the general case.

The factors of location are numerous and varied in nature.

They nay be classified as general and special. The cost of transportation, 

of labor, and rent are considered to be general factors since they affect 

every industry. On the other hand, the perishability of raw materials end 

final product, the effect of atmospheric conditions upon manufacturing 

processes and the need for good quality water are special locational

lO~En^î^ J. Friedrich, Alfred Weber's Theory
of the Location of Industries. The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, Ill., 1929.
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factors because their effect is pronounced only in the case of certain 

industries* There are also certain advantages of nature which draw activ

ity to particular geographical locations and there are social or cultural 

phenomena, the consequence of particular economic or social conditions, 

shich draw industries in one direction or anothor* Locational factors 

can be further classified according to their influence in scattering 

and in concentrating (or agglomerating) industry at certain points*

In arriving at the basic behavior of a mobile industry, it is 

necessary to determine those elements of cost which differ according to 

the location of the productive process. Locational factors are to be 

considered in terms of advantages in cost* They depend upon the places 

to which industry is attracted and therefore they pull it in various 

directions simultaneously : ith forces which vary inversely with the cost 

differential for each of the respective locations.

The effect of transfer costs. An important variable of the 

locational pattern is the cost of transferring ths raw materials and 

supplies that an industry requires for its operation and the goods that 

it produces. Each manufacturing center ha* *ne or more sources of supply 

and furnishes its product to one or more markets. This movement to and 

from the work center involves transfer costs which must be borne by the 

enterprise and these in turn depend fundamentally on the tonnage to be 

transported and the distance it must traverse. The problem is to con

sider how transportation costs influence the distribution of industries, 

assuming that other factors have no influence.
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With might and distance the only factors of transportation 

costs, industry #111 be draim to that location where the minimum number 

of ton-miles result from the process of supplying it and distributing 

its product. With production at such a place, the cost of transportation 

will be lowest* This general rule is a valuable tool in determining the 

distribution of productive activity* It affects industries differently, 

depending upon the character! sties and amounts of the materials they 

require and the nature of the productive process* As regards the nature 

of materials used, some appear everywhere* These are referred to by 

Weber as "ubiquities", general in the case of air which is worldwide and 

regional in the case of wood or clay* Materials which are not obtainable 

in the immediate vicinity of the process of production are mm as 

localised materials and require transportation to make them available* 

During certain processes of manufacturing, materials will impart their 

total weight to the product while in others they will add only a fraction 

of their weight* In the former case, they are known as pure materials, 

and in the latter as weight-losing materials. Weight loss is incurred 

by mechanical or chemical changes during the process of transforming 

the raw materials j^pcenstmer goods* These classes of materials play 

an important role in assigning the aost advantageous locations to specific 

industries# As a further distinction, the "material index" of en industry 

is defined as the ratio of the weight of the localised material to the 

weight of the product# This index is a measure of the quantity of material 

subject to transfer costs per unit weight of product produced from it*
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As a result of his analysis, Weber concludes*^ that in general 

industries having a high locational weight ans attracted towards materials 

while those having a low locational weight are attracted towards their 

markets. Furthermore, pure materials by themselves can never cause 

production to locate at the source of materials. This is because an 

equal weight of material and product is involved and both exert nearly 

equal influences to divert the industry to source and points of consumption 

On the other hand, weight-losing materials may pull production to their 

deposits. This may be possible when the weight of the weight-losing 

materials is equal to or greater than the weight of the product plus the 

weight of the rest of the localised materials. This nay also be stated 

so that it is necessary that the material index be greater than one and 

that its weight-losing material portion of the index be equal to that of 

the remainder plus the weight of the product. ThWA^Nically, therefore, 

the only factor upon which the choice of location depends, insofar as 

transfer costs are concerned, is the material index of the industry and 

the makeup of the index.

As a result of this theory it is possible to explain the orienta

tion of several different industries. For example, beet-sugar refineries 

are invariably located near the fields where the sugar-beets are culti

vated* Since only about one-sixth of the weight of the beets enters into 

the weight of sugar extracted, considerable savings in costs are realised 

by not transporting this bulky raw material» Similarly, the turpentine, 

11 Weber, eg* oit., p.61 
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roein and cotton-seed crashing industry illustrate the use of weight-losing 

materials which involve considerable reductions in bulk during manufacture 

and make mtsrial-oriented industries a necessity. In contrast, processes 

that involve the use of large quantities of Ubiquities*, such as water, 

will often sake advisable a location that places the producer dose to 

his market. Therefore, beverages and inks which contain a large propor

tion of water will have this added and be made in their final form close 

to their market.

heber*a theory on the effects of transportation costs on the 

locational pattern of industry was based on an elementary concept of the 

transportation network* However, in reality, the results may be modified 

somewhat by the rather complex rate structure of modern transport. Trans

fer costs do not vary only with distance. In general, rates per mile are 

less for greater distances than shorter ones. They are looer in the 

direction of lighter traffic flow, for large shipments and large shippers, 

for compact goods and for low cost, high density materials. Nevertheless, 

producers will in response to the effects of the costs of transportation 

attempt to locate themselves in relatif to their sources of materials 

and supplies and to their consumers in a maimer such as to make their 

total transfer costs as small as possible*

The influence of the cost of labor. Another locational factor 

that ranks in importance with transportLtion coats is the cost of labor. 

This cost affects all industries and it becomes a critical factor in a 

few* In 1947, the manufacturing industries in the United States paid
12 wages and salariée that amounted to 53*4 percent of the total value

12 Census of Manufacturera : 1947 United States Department of Commerce
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added by Thia wue em of 6*3 perçut over the same

wtlo for 1939* If labor costs beenae oxosasivo* it mg be ;.'o@o)ible to 

oeonoRi&e la corWA iRdo@tri@B by rwortia^ to greotor Boohaaization* 

%ge ratwu tire not the only criteria in detaraining the resulting cost 

of labor* It 1@ also noces wy to cowlWr the productivity of the labor 

force* An energetic and capable type of perBouad vhWi conusnda & high 

rate of recoegwnso ng ultlnaWy produce at a loiter labor cost per unit 

of output than a lethargic ond less skilled work force that receives 

lower wgo»* The labor force tmjoya a certain fuwunt of nobility which 

tends to offset any tendeng to establish areas of differentials in labor 

costa*

h&bor costs can only beocno factors in the location of industry 

by vaxying fren ?lace to place* In that event they can attract industry 

to particular localities anti thus have an affect on the Ikmdanant&l distri* 

button of industry* The costs due to labor may differ from one industry to 

another and froa eno locality to another on account of two quite different 

esta of onuses* (a) because the efficiency of labor and the level of wages 

paid vary; (b) because the effectiveness of the labor c^gsnisktien and the 

mechanical equipsoat at its dispesel vary* The employer sAo is interested 

in low proceeding costs «HI seek the noct desirable oeubinction of those 

factors, taking into eonsideratlQn the Unitaslcm# of the labor force and 

the manufacturing process* A low-cost labor locRtiw ng be found in a 

region which offers especially attractive housing ccnaitione* These 

aHviTMWMmital and cultural -aevantagea of sudk a location are conducive
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in establishing workers who are willing to accept lower stoney wages than 

elsewhere. An overpopulated area where employment opportunities are 

lacking may also produce a low-cost region with persons accepting wages 

which are less than what comparable work elsewhere would demand. Mother 

low-cost labor location results when an unusually productive or adaptable 

labor force is produced from the nature of the local occupations and the 

size and makeup of the labor force.

Due to the desires of processors to reduce their manufacturing 

costs, every geographical point that enjoys low labor costs becomes in 

an economic sense a center of attraction which tends to draw industry 

away from locations that permit transportation costs to be minimized. 

Under the simultaneous influence of forces that tend to draw it towards 

the minimal points of transportation costs and labor costs, an otherwise 

free industry will orient itself towards each in seeking equilibrium* In 

order to minimise the combined costs due to transportation and labor, an 

industry can be moved from its point of minimum transportation costs to a 

more favorable labor location, provided the savings in the cost of labor 

which this new location makes possible are larger than the additional 

costs of transportation that would result from this move, this law of 

labor orientation establishes in the limiting case of industry shifts an 

equality between increased transportation costs and reduced labor expenses. 

Weber in his locational theory has devised a graphical approach to the 

quantitative problem of limiting deviations when labor orientation prevails. 

He conceived of a plot where the transportation minimal point is encircled



by a amber of contour Huws which lie called isodapanes. These connect

geographical points of equal transport cost* Therefore, the distance 

between adjacent ieoda^mnes represents the increase in the cost of trans

porting goods and materials of an industry that deviates by this distance 

On such a model there will be a critical isodap^e along shich the cost 

of deviating from the minimal point will exactly equal the expected 

economies in labor costs per ton of product over the labor costs at the 

minimum point, If a labor location lias within the area of this 

isodapane, it will be able to attract industry to itself because the 

savings in labor costs will exceed the increased costs of transportation. 

If the labor location lies outside the critical iaodapune, it cannot 

bring about the migration of the industry e

The locational response of an industry to variations in labor 

costs is indicated in part by its index of labor costs. The index of 

labor cost, of an industry is the absolute amount of labor costs per ton 

or per unit of product produced which is subject to reduction or com

pression as a result of a more economical labor source. Therefore, if 

the index is one hundred dollars per ton, a compression of ten percent 

will produce a saving for this labor location of ten dollars per ton. 

However, an index of ten dollars per ton will cause a labor economy of 

only one dollar per ton with the same compression of ten percent. This 

illustrates that labor savings are in part dependent upon the extent that 

labor is used in producing each unit of output. A high index of labor 

costs makes a large amount of labor costs available for compression. 

Industries having high indices #111 therefore be more strongly attracted



to low labor cost areas than those that have lower indices. Of still

greater significance In determining labor orientation is the coefficient 

of labor. The coefficient of labor of an industry is the amount of labor 

costs associated with the locational weight (weight of product plus weight 

of localised materials). The coefficient is the ratio of the index of 

labor costs to the locational weight and is expressed as IM/S, or one 

hundred dollars of labor per ton of product to three tons loca tional 

weight. Weber in developing his locational theory has shown that the labor 

coefficient is an indicator of the general nature of an industry and 

determine a the extant of its labor orientation. A high coefficient indi

cates that the industry will be attracted strongly to low labor cost 

locations and will concentrate nt & smaller number of labor locations.

Any development of the transportation industry which is accom

panied by a general reduction in transfer costs has a tendency to emphasise 

labor orientation by decreasing the relative importance of the forces 

exerted by transport pattern. Similarly, an increase in the density of . 

population will produce greater labor orientation» On the other hand, 

greater mechanisation of the process has a compound effect in converting 

a labor-orient ed industry into a more pronounced transport-oriented one» 

It decreases the labor coefficient by diminishing both the amount of 

labor used and the amount of locational material per ton of product.

Concentrating tendencies. A producer who is beset by high 

transfer costs and high labor costs may avail himself of certain economies 

resulting from a more concentrated production. Weber refers to an 

"agglomerative* factor as a saving in production which is the outcome of 
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carrying on production on a large output scale at one place in contrast 

to undertaking this output in more then one place, Costs are reduced in 

a plant tilth a large output because; (a) more units of equipment end 

labor can be operated near their maximum efficiency; (b) a proportionally 

smaller quantity of materials, supplies and equipment must be held in 

reserve for variations in demand, routine maintenance, supply stoppages 

and accidents; (c) there is a reduction in the unit price of materials, 

supplies, and services which are purchased» These savings cause units 

of production to gravitate to one another so as to benefit from the 

advantages of integrated operation and the degreer of the scale of operation.

However, a "deglomerative" factor say arise from the agglom- 

orative tendencies, one which stems from increased expenses. The large 

concentrations of industry which result will cause a rise in land values 

due to the demand for land. This increase in ground rent sets up 

deglomerative tendencies.

To determine the economic desirability of the agglomeration of 

industry, it is necessary to equate the gains due to concentration to 

the losses from the need to deviate from transport and labor oriented 

locations. The deviation costs per ton of product must be smaller than 

the economies per ton of product* The general manufacturing costs are the 

ones moat susceptible to reduction through agglomeration. In general, 

these manufacturing costs appear in the value added through manufacture 

of a product* If the coefficient of manufacture is defined as the value 

added through manufacture per locational ton, it la apparent that indus

tries with high coefficients will show strong tendencies to agglomerate.
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tie p SÊ It W noted

thtit m industry cannot alwojs be coA(wlvoü as coAsieting of an indivisible 

entity (gbieh can be by IwM&titmal forces from cm point to another 

only a *le« industry is eomnonly concerned with tw atogea» (a) 

the first stage of production ®Mch provides workable Material®; (b) the 

sacwki stage t hich is consanwd Edith the working of the materials. It 

is that, since the first stage of production involves the r@*oval of 

much w&ate material and relatively little in runoved during the second 

stage, the oonditioKB leading to a common location for these tw stages 

mili not occur fr^h^tly» ^fïrafore» the location of the entire produo* 

tivA pruaesR of an induatty at one point #111 be the exception* A split 

of the process into several locations will generally be the ca#e if 

division of the productive process is technically feasible*

The subdivision of an industry is aided by a nuhbar of factors* 

A aogmant of the process may be deviated by a labor location from fellow* 

ing an adjacent stage* In general, th* splitting is aided ^hen the 

industry employs more materials and thsuo are uaod in several technically 

independent gtagos* Thie permits an easy traneport oriwtntloD of each 

of these segments. Therefore, it is seen that spinning is separated from 

weaving; that wood planing may be done elsewhere avty from the s&uulll 

and at a location other than where the finished product is produced; that 

mood pulp is sufficiently specialised to require its production awy from 

the rest of paper wumfacturing* Bo^mver, counter concentrating forces 

should be noted the effects of the aW&snisation of the industriel process 

end of the use of largo capital resources, Large concentration® of w> 

pletaly integrated inddstrial processes at one location have come into being
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A strong influence in determining the location of certain indus

tries is the need of one process for the products of another. These 

processes are connected by the fact that one creates a place for the 

consumption of the other or that a common market is created (such as 

where the main product requires wrapping material) < The connection is 

based solely upon the linking of the market of the one with the other* 

Therefore, the locution of the main industry is also the location of the 

auxiliary or satellite industry because the former is the place of con

sumption of the latter. As a special ease, it may be mentioned that the 

auxiliary process may be drawn to the location of the main process because 

of the need for local contact with the production of the main process.

Ofarrent trends in location. The period that ensued between the 

two World Wars considerably altered the relative strength of the classic 

factors of location and has introduced others. For example, a system of 

delivered prices for many fabricated parts has reduced the emphasis on 

locating near raw materials. A suitable supply of manpower now tends to 

mean adaptable and relatively inexpensive rather than highly skilled labor.

In contrast, certain factors appear to be gaining strength in 
13 determining industrial location. Of these, nearness to market appears 

of primary importance. This is not due to the effects of transportation 

but rather the facilitation of a full and rapid consumer service* This is 

illustrated by the extensive use of supply points, warehouses and branch 

plants located near the customer. Many heretofore relatively insignifi

cant items have come to exert increasing collective pressure now that 

transfer costs and labor are of less decisive influence. These include such 

considerations as the publicity value of a factory visible from the main

13 S. R. Dennison, SS Wallon of Indnatriea und &£££
(Oxford University Press, London, 1939) 216 pp.
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highway, healthy gurroundings of rural areas, peculiarities of city tax 

structures, or the pressure of local interests such as development 

boards• Due to these marginal elements, there is now a «Ider range of 

choice in location than formerly.



CHAmR III

EU aRÆŒKCE ON IBWSraiAL LOCATIOI

>fflWri,gg as barkers to factory of production., A 

political boundary, whether municipal, county or state, hinders trade in 

a number of ways* Rome of these barriers are imposed as a part of public 

policy. Discrimination by states nay involve a preference for home state 

furnished supplies as well as taxes, inspection, labeling and interstate 

traffic regulations which favor local activities. The effect is to make 

outside material sources and markets more inaccessible to industry so 

that it must rely in some cases on the available domestic markets and 

supplies. This will cause industry to consider as optimum these locations 

which are within its political boundaries*

Boundaries also hinder the movement of labor, capital and 

enterprise and therefore have locational effects, Unusual situations 

often arise when political boundaries divide areas that are integrated 

economic units, such as the region that surrounds a large metropolis* 

Since these metropolitan areas exist with a delicate economic balance 

between the components of the area, a change imposed on one political 

segment will soon result in a ru#lgnment of-Nlated activities in the 

entire metropolitan region. In order to avoid unilateral actions that 

create widespread disturbances in the economic entity and to promote the 

development of the entire area, it has been found advantageous to create 

a single authority that directs certain specific activities in the metro

politan region. This is made possible by the relinquishing of certain 

powers by the local gavemneats.



The infbwMW of public policy on industries. locution* The 

location of industries concerns not only the individual firms but also 

government • Because of the impact that industry has on the economic 

wellbeing of the community, local govemmazts have become aware that 

their fixed investments and public programs may be jeopardized by un^ 

favorable changes in the locational pattern. Since government has assumed 

an ever increasing role in the prevention and the amelioration of the 

effects of unemployment, it is greatly interested in moans that will 

assure the existence of indigenous industries in the community. In 

spite of the large stake in locational development, few governments have 

ever produced and followed an effective policy in matters relating to 
j/ 

location, public direction in locational problems has stemmed usually 

from the employment of policies intended for other ends. Even when a 

conscious attempt has been made to affect location, it has frequently been 

hindered by conflicting government groups.

Locational policy must be heed by government in a manner appro

priate with the probable response from the different types of industries, 

in implementing a policy can be achieved only if a type of 

industry is selected that is sensitive to the efforts used to influence 

it. It will be found that material-oriented firms are rather insensitive 

to attempts to change their geographical locations, while service indus

tries are much more responsive to efforts to locate them in centers of 

large population and high incomes. Activities that are growing and have 

not achieved maturity %iH be more attentive to locational opportunities 



than those that are declining. In establishing policy to promote additional 

industrial population it is necessary first to determine the benefits that 

are desired by the community* Then the various types of industry must be 

studied to ascertain their ability to contribute towards these objectives 

before public control is tailored to fit the response characteristics 

of the desirable firms*

The criteria for evaluating the contribution of industria^activ- 

ity will vary with the community and its specific economic problems* 

However, most communities find the wage structure of the prospective 

industry a prime factor in determining its desirability» Furthermore, 

the permanence of the employment to be offered is another important 
factor that is of general concern^ Hoover^ has meted the major business 

activity groups on the basis of four generally applicable factors of 

desirability#

(a) High median annual cages or salaries

(b) High proportion of employees receiving or 

more per year

(c) Seasonal stability

(d) Cyclical stability

With each of the above factors varying from aero to a maximum index 

of desirability of Shree, the rankings of the activity groups are 

shown in Table I*

15 Hoover, op* cit » » p. 249



TABLE I

mm OF MAJOR ACTIVITIB

Activity Stomp feting

1* Caammlca tion 11

2* Finance, inswsnce, and real estate 11

ntilitleG 11

4* Government 10

5* Wholesale trade 8

6# Transportation 6

7# Musesent, recreation and related services 5

8» Manufacturing 5

9* Professional and related services §

10* Business and repair services $

H* Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 4

12* Personal services 3

13* Retail trade 3

14* Mining 2

15* Construction 1

Government can influence the prospective profits that sway 

the executive when deciding on the location of his plant. The tools 

at the disposal of public authorities that bear on the location problem 

are many. Transfer costs can be influencedthrough the nature of regu

lation, subsidy and taxation of carriers* The development of industry 

can be facilitated by governmental efforts to improve the mobility of 

investment capital* By manipulating such standards of labor as minimum
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wges, maximum hours and other working conditions, it is possible to have 

considerable influence on industrial location, Considerable stimulation 

to industry can be given by providing employment services which make 

available a trained labor force at wages which have been equalised by 

the process of disseminating information about job opportunities.

Public control of private land use, or zoning, has a decided 

effect on industrial location. The heretofore piecemeal development 

of urban centers without regard to order and with slums and inaccessible 

suburbs has given impetus to the science of city planning. The primary 

objective of such planning is to balance the different elements which 

make up the community and to give a greater degree of comfort and pleasure 

to its inhabitants. City planning and its product, land zoning, is 

vitally concerned with the social, ethical and physical condition of the 

citizens. An effective and equitable apportionment of the facilities and 

resources of the municipality creates a greater sense of civic responsi

bility in the citizens and improves the morale of the entire community.

Zoning restrictions have as their primary objective the protection 

of real estate values such as residmtial property against the depreciating 

effects of noise, dirt, dust, objectionable smells, unsightly neighbor

hoods and street traffic. This is usually accomplished by segregating 

certain similar activities in areas where a minimum of interference exists 

with other segments of the community. Zoning also attempts to discourage 

any ill advised use of unsuitable land. It also tries to make available 

limited community services and resources in an economic manner so that they 

will be used by those groups who have the greatest need for then.
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Government can also create a favorable industrial atmosphere 

through its sponsorship of certain aids to technological advance. Veil 

staffed and equipped schools play an important role in the training, of 

an ad^^ate labor force. Libraries and Laboratories foster research æhieh 

is an important element in the development of industrial processes. These 

aids are beneficial to industry already established in the area but also 

serve to exploit the possibility of attracting new types of productive 

activity %hiah are ueU suited to the community.

Taxes as locational factors- Of the many factors that influence 

plant location, the tax element is the one more amenable to control by 

the community than any of the others. Public authorities may hold indus

trial taxes at a low level by either holding public expenditures to a 

minimum or by designing the tax structure so as to minimise industrial 

taxes. If the latter method is employed# greater reliance must be placed 

upon personal taxes such as individual income and sales tax.

The level of industrial taxes has long been a subject of con

troversy. Many contend that higher than average industrial taxes dis

courage the selection of the community as a plant site. However, others 

believe that higher than average taxes do not prevent an adequate amount 

of industrial growth in the area. It is evident that if total costs, 

other than taxes, are approximately equal for a number of different loca

tions, then tax cost differentials if large enough may be decisive in 

determining the choice of plant location.
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If high industrial taxes make possible superior public service* 

which directly benefit the taxed firms, it may be possible to effect cost 

reduction in the firm due to improvements in such services as fire and 

police protection. However, these cost reductions in most cases do not 

counterbalance the increased tax load. Revenues from higher than average 

industrial taxes are used generally for purposes that do not have an 

immediate benefit to the industry* Since most of the public spending is 

for schools, highways and public self are, its benefits are diffused over 

a wide area and bring only indirect advantages to the industry that is 

taxedU;

industrial tax differentials are caused by the existence of wide 

differences between social and economical conditions in the various com^ 
«unities. ELoyd^ attributes tax differentials to four basic causes: 

(a) the level of real income in the community; (b) the need of its 

ditisens for public services; (a) the standard of quality demanded for 

such services; (d) the tax system used to obtain revenues. As a result, 

communities that do not enjoy a high level of income and do not have a 

large taxable wealth may have to levy heavy industrial taxes to raise 

the necessary revenue. Similarly, above 'aNN^- industrial taxes will 

be imposed by the municipality that has a large need for public services 

and wishes to maintain these services on a high standard of quality. In 

addition, localities vary in the makeup of their tax structure so that 

greater or less emphasis is placed on industrial wealth as a source of 

tax revenue.

16 Âw am**™ %wa, ft*, 
(The University of North Carolina Press, 1952) Chap. II
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The locational effect of taxes can be determined by computing 

and comparing the total costs of manufacturing activity at various pros- 
17 pective locations. Floyd computed the tax bills for selected industrial 

firms in specific cities and rural sites. He concluded that concerns 

which have low earnings relative to their property investment usually have 

larger tax variations between different locations within individual states 

than between median-tax sites of different states. The converse is also 

true. It also appears that only few locations offer uniformly high or low 

tax loads to all types of industrial concerns*

Tax differentials that exist between different locations are 

cause for concern, since they tend to have undesirable effects upon the 

economic development of the nation. The level of the industrial tax 

burden will cause a distortion of the most efficient pattern of industrial 

activity. Higher than average taxes will force industries to locate in 

areas where optimum utilization cannot be made of materials, transportation 

facilities and the factors of production. To the extent that the tax 

burden determines locational choices that prevent the most efficient 

utilization of materials and services, the factor of taxation must be 

classed as an uneconomical element in the locational process.

The granting of special inducements to industry. The offering 

of special inducements to industry to influence its location is a problem 

which interests both business and government. These special inducements 

may take the form of cash bonuses; local participation in financing; free 

sites; advance agreements on such matters as tax valuations; tax conces

sions and advance agreements on utility rates, services and utility

17 Floyd, og. cit., p.111
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connections. These means of attracting industry are employed with 

varying emphasis by different sections of the country depending upon 

the community* s need for expanding this form of economic activity. 

These special inducements may involve same form of contributions by 

business groups as ^o1l as tax or other agreements with the local 

governments. The granting of tax concessions is frequently restricted 

by the need to comply with the basic law of the state and with the local 

statutes. Therefore, advance agreements on tax valuations are not 

enforceable contracts but only gentlemen* s agreements subject to change 

on any assessssat date.

The desirability of using special inducements has been questioned 

severely. Unfortunate experiences with their use have resulted primarily 

from a lack of realisation on the part of the manufacturer of the tempo

rary effects of the grunt and the difficulty of the community in esti

mating the long term return from this form of productive activity that 

located within its confines. The use of special inducements to subsidise 

an industry so that it barely becomes competitive cannât be justified 

from an economic standpoint. However, if concessions result in productive 

work in a location offering the advantages of efficient operation, the 

subsidy operates to reduce costs and perhaps lower prices with a subse

quent net gain to society. In general, the social values that are 

produced from the new jobs and the contributions for the support of 

government created by the establishment of a new and soundly conceived 

enterprise are so greet that special inducements may appear to be 

justified*
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Attitude toffagda çonceasiona» A study of the problem

of special inducemente to industry ms made by the Bureau of Business
ISResearch of the University of Oregon by surveying the attitudes and 

practices of the Oregon Chamber of Commerce* The following is a summary 

of the findings?

(a) few of the cities regarded the cash bonus with favor* 

Most considered this type of inducement as uneconomic.

(b) Few Chambers of Commerce officially sponsor the local 

financing of new industry but rather lend their good 

offices or call such proposals to the attention of 

interested individuals»

(c) There is a much greater tendency for small cities to 

offer free sites regularly. This is undoubtedly due 

to the availability of low cost locations in the 

smaller cities*

(d) In general, more cities favor free sites than favor local 

financing or cash bonuses*

(e) Several opinions appear to be unfavorable towards the 

exclusion of selected plant sites from the taxing 

district#

(f) The Chambers of Commerce should assist industries in 

negotiating with utilities only to the extent of assuring 

reasonable rates* This opinion was affected by legal

IB ISeSui Indue wents in Industry Location in Oregon (Bureau of 
Business Research, School of Business Administration, University 
of Oregon, Bugene, Oregon, 1940)
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difficulties which make it impossible to discriminate 

between users of the same class.

(g) In the very large majority of casea, prospective indus» 

tries-Mve requested free sites and local participation 

in financing*

The practice of granting special inducements* The varions 

states apply tax exemption to industrial property with wide limits of 

discretion. In general, liberal exemptions are characteristic of the 

South and New England. Only four states west of the Mississippi offer 

tax exemption. Over half the states practice little or no tax exemp

tion or preference to industry both old and new. A few states employ 

a system of classified property taxation, with each class subject to 

a different rate of taxation or to a different ratio of assessment. 

This often means discrimination for industrial property. In a few 

states, all or part of the tangible personal property is tax exempt. 

The most common type of industrial exemption provides for either auto

matic or permissive exemption of new industries for a limited period 

of years. In the South where aggressive programs of industrialisation 

have been developed, tax exemptions usually cover periods of from five 

to ten years.

Special inducements have been recognised by many communities 

as means for attracting desirable industries. However, the potential

ities of this tool must be determined very carefully for each intended 

case eo as to avoid its indiscriminate uw. Firms that solicit a cash 

bonus are not worthy of attention because they are invariably unable to 
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exist without frequent recourse to a subsidy. Some circumstances merit 

the use of community participation in financing as an inducement. How** 

ever, local financing should be email in relation to the capital invest

meet of the industry and should be in the form of a short range loan. 

The judicious use of special concessions requires that they be aimed at 

improving those areas of the local industrial pattern that are least 

capable of producing nor end acceptable sites.

Trends in regional growth. From its early inception, industry 

has constantly moved westward close in the wake of the pioneers who 

opened up a new inland empire# It left its mark on many communities 

during the course of its migration, creating large centers in some areas 

and leaving stagnant growth in others. The rate of growth has varied 

from industry to industry end from one region to another. While seme 

form of manufacturing may be flourishing another may have entered a 

period of decline. The particular phase of its growth history that an 

industry may be entering is of particular importance in determining its 

susceptibility to locational change.

The most plausible explanation for the differences shown by 

various regions in their rate of industrial growth is the shift in 

population with its accompanying changes in the relative importance of 

the areas as consuming units. On the other hand, population movements 

are influenced by the rate of growth of industrial activity in the region. 

A more fundamental reason lies in the differences between areas in their 

costs of production of certain products and in the changes that occur 

among these differentials. This consideration of costs of production is 

considerably affected by the natural advantages found in the various 
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are&B. Another important factor is the stage of économie development* 

Some sections are comparatively young, both in terms of the age of the 

settlement and the amount of industrial development, so that they have 

th© large part of their development ahead of them* On the other hand, 

other areas are old and fully developed. Ne* industries result from 

inventive genius, the lowering of the costs of production, and changes 

in consumer preferences. The location of these new industries depends 

largely upon the natural advantages offered by the various areas and 

the comparative effectiveness of local leadership.

Historically, the first manufacturing activities to settle in 

a new community were those supplying consumer goods for local use. 

Consequently, the extent of manufacturing was a function of the size of 

the community and the industries that first gained importance were those 

that made clothing, processed foods, built furniture and supplied other 

household and personal needs* With time, industry began to exploit 

local resources and began to supply a national market instead of only 

the needs of local conlmmtirs.

The suburbanization of industriel activity has characterized 

American manufacturing for the past four or five decades. The reasons 

for this shift to the suburbs are many and varied. The development of 

road transport and the extension of power lines have permitted the 

location of planta away from the centers of cities. Housing shortages 

in cities, the increased valuation of property and congestion of the 

central city have increased the coats of production and have haltere# 

the expansion of plants in the dawtom area and have emphasized the 

advantages of suburban locations* The extent of the suburban movement
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19 of manufacturing is illustrated by th® c^sc of Pittsburgh which was the 

central city that lost the moat in local importance from 1879 to 1929.

At the beginning of this period, the city proper accounted for eighty-one 

percent of the value added by manufacture in the area. At the end of the 

period, the city contributed less than thirty percent of the total.

The older industries are considerably influenced by changes in 

cost factors and will seek new locations to equalise these differentials. 

Many new industries have become highly localised in one or in a very few 

industrial centers. On the other hand, consumer industries are found to 

be widespread. The location of new industries can be influenced by the 

availability of capital. Mener industrial areas will attract new Indus

tries because they may have accmmlated an excess of capital which ney 

be risked more willingly in new ventures.

In general, the rate of industrial growth in an area will depend 

on the extent of its natural advantages and on the rapidity with which 

these advantages are exploited. The rate of industrial growth may be 

slowed or reversed by changes in the importance of an area* s natural 

advantages. This is apparently the case of Alexandria, Virginia, which 

enjoyed an appreciable industrial development and a large waterborne 

commerce during the first half of the nineteenth century. However, the 

construction of the rail network removed the advantage of river transport 

from Alexandria and diverted its commerce to cities such as Baltimore and 

Philadelphia. Industry soon followed the lead of commerce.

19 Glenn £• McLaughlin, Growth of Am®ric&m Manufacturing Areas (University 
of Pittsburgh, Bureau of Business Research Monographs, Mo. 7, 1938)
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The existence of wags differentials has been the primary cause 

for the movement of certain industries. Such is the case of the cotton 

textile industry which moved from Sew Borland to the South. However, the 

comparative mobility of Labor tends to decrease these differentials» 

industry also has greater freedom of choice of location since the impor

tance of large numbers of skilled laborers being available in an area 

has been lessened by the mechanisation of industry#

Superior leadership will stimulate the industrial life of an 

area by providing innovations, promotional activity and an enlightened 

and effective form of industrial management. As an example, Kew Turk City 

was predestined by nature to become a great industrial center. On the 

other hand, Los Angeles had an inadequate water supply, lacked suffic

ient water supply, Lacked sufficient rainfall for agriculture, possessed 

no natural harbor, was hemmed in by high mountains and by deserts and 

had no supplies of coal nor iron nearby. Nevertheless, by great engi

neering effort and much advertising of its major advantage, its climate, 

Los Angeles has become a great population center and an important manu

facturing area. This is evidenced by the fact that Los Angeles has led 

all other industrial areas since 1899 in the rate of growth of the number 

of manufacturing i?ageL.#am0rs, the value added to the product by its 

manufacturing: firms, and by the rapidly expanding nature of its population.

The availability of adequate capital is very essential for the 

success of local industrial ventures. Mach nay depend on the resources 

and attitude of the local banking groups. If an area is dominated by a 

single, conservative banking group, promotional efforts are likely to be
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at a minimum despite the opportunities that may exist in the region for 

new Tentures»

GomauRity pattern of industrial location in general, indus

tries will group themselves in an urban area depending upon their trans

fer and processing requirements. Meh section offers certain character

istic advantages. Heavy manufacturing %hich involves the mov^aent of 

large quantities of materials and goods requires access to rail lines 

and dock facilities for water transport. The central parts of the city 

with their high rentals attract small plants who make intensive use of 

their site and accommodate the older concerns who acquired their loca

tions before effective laud use made this area prohibitive to them. 

Here the industrial belts are narrow and become wider farther out where 

rents are lower. Trucking permits the location of light manufacturing 

away from the railroads and the water front. Because of the freedom 

they enjoy in selecting their sites, light manufacturing will be found 

among the commercial and the inferior residential users.

The Chicago Plan Comission^ has analyzed the industrial loca

tional pattern and distinguishes between four major varieties of 

industry. The first type includes the light manufacturing plants which 

are found generally in multistory buildings concentrated on the fringe 

of the central business district. Since they are not too concerned with 

the transport of raw materials, these industries try to improve their 

labor supply by locating close to local transportation facilities. 

Another type of industry consists of the manufacturing plants in organized

20 Master Plan of Beaidwtlal Mgd gse of Chicago, The ChiaegoPIaA :
Commission, pp.2O%L, Chicago, 1943* • 
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and integrated industries. These are located along railroad lines in the 

terminal and amitching district and are accessible for direct trucking. 

Since industry in these large scale districts is segregated, the possible 

blighting effect on residential areas is minimised. The large primary 

processing industries such as steel and cement mills compose the third 

type. They require large acreage, handle large quantities of bulky 

materials, create noise and produce obnoxious odors. Therefore, they 

locate in open areas sphere large sites are available and along rail 

lines and near water transport. The last type of industry is represented 

by the new large production and assembly plants which were built during 

and since the late war# These plants are located on belt and trunk 

lines and on major arterial highways way from built-up suburban areas. 

These newer plants are characterized by extensive land areas and huge 

one-story buildings which adapt themselves best to straight line assembly 

operations.



CHAPTER IT
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Purpose of this study. Industry has played a great role in 

shaping the destiny of this nation. It has had a pronounced effect on 

many communities which depend upon it for much of their livelihood. 

It has been noted that manufacturing has gravitated to large centers 

of urban population and has extended itself to distant suburbs. Since 

the prevalence of this strong economic factor has great local influence, 

a study of its effects on the life and economy of the Washington metropol

itan area should prove to be of considerable value.

This is a study of the industry that has located in this area 

and the environment upon which it is dependent for its growth. It 

attempts to identify the types of productive activity that prevail and 

the structural characteristics of this industry. This study concerns 

itself with the basic forces that shape industrial activity, both those 

that are inherent in its structure and those that originate in the community* 

An analysis of these forces will provide the basis for a prediction of 

future trends in the industrial development of Washington.

The recent rapid growth of the metropolitan area has caused 

considerable concern to planning officials* Because bf Abe great influx 

of new inhabitants in the suburbs and the threatened denuding of the central 

city, a considerable dislocation of public services has occurred. Currently, 

much data concerning this process are being gathered and are subject to 

study. However, nearly all of this effort has been directed along lines 
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dictated by the historical concept of the economic balance of the area. 

The Federal government is recognized as the chief basic support of the 

entire metropolitan region and trade is the factor that should be manip

ulated to assure satisfactory stability. These studies have failed to 

assign an active role to industry in regional planning, in emphasizing 

the function of government and trade, full cognizance has not been taken 

of the inability of the former to contribute to the local tax revenue and 

the serious limitation of the latter due to its primary dependence upon 

population density and distribution, Many fall to recognize the importance 

of local industry primarily due to a lack of information on its mature and 

extent. An economic activity that employs about 18,000 and has produced 

an annual income of over $100,000,000 should not be disregarded, especially 

if its future potential is appraised.

This study is expected to evaluate the industrial scene with 

the intent of learning how best it can contribute to the solution of the 

current local problems. It will furnish some data which may be of interest 

to regional planners. It is hoped that it will arouse some interest in the 

community to permit making a thorough investigation of the future role of 

industry.

Methods employed by this study. Information on the many facets 

of the Washington industrial scene is completely lacking. Only general 

statistics on the operational nature of industry are provided by the United 

States Census of Manufactures. Therefore, it has been necessary to obtain 

by personal contact the data required to base the conclusions of this study
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Manufacturing activities are the primary objects of the study. 

Research and development have been investigated not only because of the 

difficulty of dissociating them from productive activities but because of 

their importance in local industrial matters. Strictly service industries 

such as bakeries and public utilities have been omitted from consideration 

because of the obvious nature of their locational problems#

Since the future prospects of manufacturing are largely dependent 

upon its current makeup, a number of representative firms were contacted 

for data and opinions. These firms care selected on the basis of type of 

activity, size and location so as to give indications of the industrial 

pattern. A questionnaire, shown with its forwarding letter in Appendix A, 

was prepared and was addressed to sixty-five concerns. A total of thirty- 

six replies was obtained# In order to better understand the basis of the 

replies to the questions, personal visits were made to twenty-seven 

additional concerns distributed throughout the area. In view of the 

general nature of the questions, they were addressed to the chief executive 

of each of the companies for reply# Because of the small size of the 

sampling, it is not expected that the results which are summarized here 

can be accepted as demonstrated facts but give valuable opinions and indi

cations#

In addition to conducting a survey of industry, many interviews 

were held »ith key persons in various activities. This was intended to 

produce information on the attitude of the community towards industry and 

its problems* The chief public administrator of each of the suburban 

counties and cities and of the District of Columbia was contacted for 



expressions of opinion. Local business was canvassed through the many 

Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade in the area* The presidents of 

several local citizens* associations were contacted to determine the 

attitudes of the inhabitants towards industrialization. Labor expressed 

itself through their representatives in the labor unions. Several public 

educators,who would play a vital role in any large scale industrial devel

opment, contributed information and knowledge on the training of the labor 

force. The availability of such a labor force and future employment 

trends were checked with the Local United States Employment Service. The 

local practice and the philosophy of industrial zoning were obtained by 

interviews with several regional planning directors. Bank officials were 

asked to give their views of the problems of financing industrial ventures. 

Beal Estate Boards and real estate operators offered information on current 

land values and land availability. The experiences of local public utili

ties, builders and railways ^ere checked on the prospects of further indus

trialization. In this manner it has been possible to compare and verify 

certain basic facts. In view of the controversial nature of some of the 

data which were obtained, it is believed advisable in these cases to identify 

their sources only in a general manner.

The background of industry in Washington. The city of Washington 

was not started by settlers who believed that it woiud provide the best 

means for earning a livelihood. The city was born by decree and began to 

.grow by mandate. The early inhabitants of the area were not attracted to 

the region now occupied by the city, undoubtedly due to its generally un

attractive nature with swamps and low-lying land. This is borne out by the 

fact that when Washington became the seat of the new government in 1800, it 
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was ringed by the thriving ports tend trading towns of Alexandria to the 

south, Georgetown, to the west and Bladensburg to the east. In spite of 

its then unwelcome appearance, George Washington displayed some keen 

insight when he helped to select the site of the city that was to bear 

his name. He knew the topography well and was convinced that this loca

tion had sufficient natural advantages to hold a large population.»

From \chat might be called an artificial start, the city of 

Washington was destined to play its major role as the Capital of the 

nation. However, the Federal government did not always loom large and 

encompassing in the economic life of the community as it nos does. The 

executive establishment had a very modest start in June, 1800, when 136 

public servants took up residence in the near capital, For many years the 

operations of the Federal government represented the prevailing activity 

in the city of Washington, but it was not sufficiently large to provide 

all in this growing community with an occupation» Therefore, a substantial 

number of the citizens became engaged in pursuits that had little or no 

dependence on the government• As a result, Washington became a trading 

center of some importance. From 1815 to 1835 products valued at 

14,077,708 were exported from Georgetown to foreign markets and nearly 

five million dollars worth of products were shipped to other American 

cities from 1826 to 1835* This latter quantity included a million barrels 

of flour and 5,400 hogsheads of tobacco.

Industrial activity began to assume respectable proportions 
21 during the second decade of the city's existence. In December 1810,

21 William Tindall, Standard History of the City of Washington (H. W.
Crew Co., Knoxville, Tern.., 1914/
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Philip Pyfer opened an establishment on Pennsylvania Avenue for the mem- 

facture of hides, This was not the only establishment of its kind in 

Washington, since John Hellman operated a similar one opposite the house 

of Dr* Thornton who had no recourse at that time to city zoning regula

tions. As the result of an invention by an inhabitant, fire engines 

were manufactured as early as 1812* Washington*s first brewery came into 

existence in 1811. Farther diversity to the city*s products was given 

by the erection of a factory in 1813 for the making of spinning and 

carding machinery* Two mills were established in 1817 for the manufacture 

of woolen goods and a window glass factory began operations in 1811 and 

produced three hundred thousand square feet of glass per year* An early 

industrialist was Henry Foxall who founded FoxalVs Foundry in 1800 

which east most of the heavy guns used in the War of 1812, 

An important and lasting industry was initiated in 1848 when 

the Washington Gas Light Company was formed. It built a coal gas plant 

which began to furnish gas to the city in 1851. Kot only was the 

Georgetown area of Washington noted for its waterborne commerce but it 

also engaged in shipbuilding, Easby * s Shipyard, had produced many fine 

vessels by 1848. Another important yard was established in 1851 for the 

construction of steam vessels. 

The Chesapeake & Ohio Canal was constructed at considerable 

expense and effort in the hope that it would become an important trade 

route. When it was completed in 1851, the canal made available in 

Georgetown large quantities of water power as a result of its being 

located thirty-three feet above the level of the Potomac liver, This 

attracted many industries to the banks of the canal* This power was 
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used extensively in the manufacture of flour by mills which were ad

mirably well located for this type of activity. Grain from farms in 

nearby Maryland and Virginia was shipped by barges plying the 

Chesapeake & Ohio Canal to Georgetown. The flour that was produced 

through the use of cheap water power was either sold locally or shipped 

by boat down the Potomac River to domestic and foreign markets. This 

desirable arrangement was shared by at least eight flour mills and 

three grist mills with an aggregate capacity of from 150 to 300 barrels 

of flour per day and capable of shipping from Georgetown as much as 

300,000 barrels in one year. Flour milling also became a leading indus

try in Alexandria which did more business in grain before the Civil War 

then did Baltimore. However, this excellently located industry lost 

most of its advantages when the railroad network spread sufficiently to 

tap western wheat producing states and made possible the economic ship

ment of this commodity to more developed ports. As a result, much of 

the grain and flour traffic moved to Baltimore which was more accessible 

to rail and water transportation than Washington. Today, only on® rem

nant of this once thriving activity remains in Georgetown. It has 

occupied its site since before 1800 and still draws large quantities 

of water power from the canal* However, barge traffic has given way to 

the shipment of grain by truck from farms as far away as one hundred 

miles.

In addition to the flour mills, the canal accommodated a cotton 

factory equipped with one hundred looms and 3,007 spindles and employing 

about one hundred persons. In 1865, a paper company found the banks of 
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the canal sufficiently advantageous to establish a mill» Until the 

first decade of the present century, ice was imported into Washington 

from the Kenebec River to Georgetown in coasting vessels which in turn 

carried back to New England cargoes of Cumberland coal which had been 

floated down the canal» However, the advent of mechanical refrigera

tion in the city caused the abandonment of this traffic.

It is apparent that Washington during its first century of 

existence responded to its environment and began to produce an industry 

commensurate with the demands of the community and the advantages of 

its location. It exploited its resources to an extent that enabled 

other localities to benefit from its productive labor. However, the 

growth and the increasing prominence of the federal government in the 

city of Washington began to overshadow the industrial development that 

was occurring in the area. At the turn of the century, the activity of 

the executive department of the government made sufficient demands on 

the resources of the community that it brought to a virtual halt the 

further expansion of industry. It also began a selective process to 

eliminate those manufacturing activities that were not compatible with 

the new role of the city as the National Capital. This selective pro

cess accompanied by evolutionary economic changes caused the withdrawal 

from the local industrial scene such activities as the tanning of hides, 

the heavy working of metals and the manufacture of textiles. In its 

place has risen a well regulated nucleus of a new industry consisting 

of numerous printing and publishing firms, concerns that produce per

ishable commodities and companies that furnish the heavy and bulky 

materials required by the local construction industry. As far back as
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1914 this new pattern began to show its form. It is noted that in that 

year there were upward of 500 industries located in the District of 

Columbia, among which there were about 150 printing concerns, over 

seventy bakeries, five malt liquor factories, about twenty-five found

ries and machine shops, ten lumber factories, fifteen stone works and 

seven flour and grist mills.

The nature of industry in Washington. In spite of the closely 

controlled conditions under which industry must operate in Washington, 

it is by no mans a negligible segment of the economic life of the city. 

The latest available statistics for manufacturing activity in the city 
23of Washington are shown in Table XI. They highlight the essential 

features of the structure of the local counterpart of the huge indus

trial enterprise of this country* These data are based on manufacturing 

establishments which are defined as those engaged in the mechanical or 

chemical transformation of inorganic substances into new products for 

the wholesale market. This excludes the production by public utilities 

of electric power or gas, repair and other service activities, engineer

ing design and research and development work, and establishments owned 

and operated by the United States Government.

, It is noted from Table II that the average establishment in 

the District of Columbia employed 41*6 persons in 1947. This compares 

to the national average of 59*4 persons per establishment. This out

standing characteristic of manufacturing activity in Washington is borne

22 Tindall, op.cit»
23 Census of Manufactures; 1947. U. 8. Department of Commerce
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TABLE IT*

Detailed Manufacturing Statistics 
for the District of Columbia 

1947

..., Xte».,. ________ _____________ Total 

1* Mumber of establishments__________________________________ 428

2. Number of employees (average for the year) 17,81$

3* Salaries and wages, total $55,872,COO

4» Value added by manufacture $99,067,000

5» Establishments by employment size groups:

1 to 4 employees 122

5 to 9 87

10 to 19 63

20 to 49 ;91

50 to 99 2$

10C to 249 26

250 to 499 9

500 to 999 2

1,000 to 2,499 3

2,500 and over —

6* Number of employees for pay period ended nearest 
October 15, all employees 17,097

Male 12,736

Female 4,361

Production Barkers 9,399

Male 7,864

Female 1,535

24 Census of ^Manufactures » 1947, U.S. Department of Commerce 
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Dut further ty Table II which shows that the largest group of establish

ments employed only one to four employees each. Furthermore, those firms 

that engage from one to forty-nine persons account for the extremely high 

total of eighty-five percent of all manufacturing firms in the city* 

industry in Washington is also characterised by a large average per 

capita salary. An average of $3,130 was paid to each employee of manu

facturing firms in this city in 1947 in contrast to $2,780 for the 

nation. The results of this discrepancy bet we- n city and national salary 

averages are further aggravated by the fact that each dollar paid in 

wages and salaries in Washington was capable of producing only $1.77 

of value added by the manufacturing process as compared to $1.87 for 

the United States. This is a deterrent to industrial expansion because 

it results in high wages and lowered productivity. To a large extent, 

the reduced productivity of manufacturing in this city is due to the 

large number of very small establishments that exist which cannot benefit 

from the economies inherent in large scale operations. Another predom

inant characteristic of the local industry is the large number of non

production workers who are used to support manufacturing production.

In Washington the production workers account for only 56.2 percent of 

the total labor force while the United States average is 83.5 percent. 

This index is likewise strongly affected by the relatively small size of 

the typical local establishment which requires a larger number of super

visory and clerical employees per direct laborer than larger units of 

production. It is also Interesting to note the role of women as produc

tion workers. In Washington, women accounted for only 16.4 percent of the
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total production labor force, while the national labor force consisted of 

26.2 percent women. This fact is evidence of the great attraction of 

Federal employment to the women of the city,

' The growth of manufacturing in the District of Columbia is 

illustrated by Table III. Although the number of local firms engaged 

in production decreased since 1899, the total number of persons employed 

by them has increased by 250 percent. This indicates the introduction 

of a large number of medium sized concerns in the intervening period and 

a few large companies in the industrial scene. Table III also evinces 

the fact that the two late ward provided much of the stimuli for indus

trial growth in the city. The interim between the two wars saw but 

little increase in manufacturing employment. The value added by manu

facture has increased many times over the value that prevailed in 1899. 

A large portion of this increase is a spurious one since it is accounted 

for by the decreased value of the monetary standard. However, a great 

deal of this increase is due to the higher production that has been 

achieved and by the larger amount of labor and equipment that is re

quired to produce the commodities of today » The increasing use of office 

and supervisory personnel as compared to production workers is clearly 

shown by Table III. In 1899, one "white collar* worker was used for 

each 6.44 production workers. In 1947 this ratio had changed to one 

"white collar* worker for each 1.28 employees engaged in production. This 

local characteristic is only an illustration of a national trend which 

has resulted from the adoption of the principles of scientific manage

ment and the use of modem business practices.
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TABLE III25

25 Census of Manufactures: 1947* U, S« Department of Commerce

Growth of Menufacturing in Washington

1699 to 1947

Money shorn in thousands

s
Eumber of $

Iear ^Establishments;

All Employees .^Production Workers ; Value added

Ember
; Salarie* 
8 & Mages

$5
: Number

? $ by
s Wages ; Manufacture

: 8 : ; 8 8
1947 $ 428 % 17,815 * 55,872 8 10,007 « 27,691 : 99,067

$ : $ 1 8
1939 8 452 I 14,377 : 24,920 $ 7,676 : 11,525 ; 43,367

8 8 ; $ * 8
1929 8 547 14,002 : 25,449 8 9,752 % 15,513 ; 52,773

8 5 : : i
1919 t 568 Î 13,327 : 18,537 i 10,268 : 12,960 s 37,404

S 2 8 8 8
1909 8 518 8 9,283 e 6,835 7,707 : 4,989 : 15,043

: $ $ 8 : $
1899 $ 491 : 7,112 : 3,895 $ 6,155 : 3,023 : 8,951
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The predominant industrial group in the city of Washington is 

the printing and publishing business. it accounts for half of the indus

trial establishments in the area and fifty-five percent of all the 

employees. The rise and continued strength of this industry is due to 

the existence in Washington of many news gathering groups and national 

associations who maintain headquarters in the city close to th© source 

of federal legislative making. These organizations require the dis

semination on a nationwide basis of large quantities of printed material. 

The printing industry has found it economically advantageous to situate 

itself close to this news making activity and distribute its product by 

mail, Table IF shows the relative position of this and other manufacturing 

groups in the Washington industrial community*

Many of the industries in the Washington area produce products 

for local consumption. The stabilizing influence of Federal employment 

and the basic service nature of these industries produces a remarkably 

steady seasonal employment in the manufacturing activities of the area. 

In 1947, the peak month of employment was July with a total of 17,657 

employed* The low point in employment occurred in December with 17,327 

engaged in manufacturing, Therefore, the seasonal pattern produced a 

mere two-tenths of one percent fluctuation in employment*

Comparative statistics. Manufacturing in Washington is relatively 

small when compared to the aggregate economic activity of the area. its 

importance varies from one community to another as shorn by Table F.

It is seen that in this grouping trade is the predominant activity of 

the area and is two to three times as important as manufacturing, it is
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TABLE IV#

Major Industry Groups in Washington

1947

s All Employees (Production Workers* 
(Number of (Number « Salaries: Number 5 s Value 

Major Industry (Establish-: (Avg.for: & Wages : (Avgefor: Wages : Added by
Group : meats 8 year) 4 Total 8 year) 8 Total (Manufacture

8 ; ; $ : 8
All industries, total 8 428 » 17,815 : 55,872 * 1C,CO7 »27,691 s 99,067

8 8 : s : 8
Food & kindred. $ 8 8 8 8 g

products $ 87 t 5,185 8 15,002 g 3,166 * 7,724 * 26,800
$ 8 $ 8 1 §

Apparel & related 8 I 8 S $ s
products : 18 t 242 3 486 : 209 : 387 , 676

$ 8 8 8 : 8
Paper & allied $ 8 1 5 $ I

products 8 7 : 729 Ï 2,439 ; 638 : 1,993 , 5,027
8 8 8 8 8 8

Printing & Publishing : ZU * 9,847 t 32,896 : 4,512 j13,888 % 58,557
$ $ $ 8 8 5

Chemicals & allied 8 8 8 : 8 $
products t u : 178 8 556 : H5 % 234 , 1,216

8 8 8 8 3" I
Stone, day, glass £ i 8 3 8 ■ :
products * 12 $ 293 8 74s . 271 8 646 : 1,438

8 t 8 3 $ 8
Fabricated metal 8 8 8 8 $ 8
products B 23 8 464 Î 1,263 8 412 : 1,042 , 1,896

.i & ■8 8 : ,
Electrical machinery 8 5 t 175 8 472 % 140 341 : 615

8 « $ 8 8 8
Instruments and 8 t 8 8 g i °

related products : 10 % 154 390 : 116 : 264 t 667
5 8 : 3 $ 8

Miscellaneous 8 $ 8 Î $ s
Manufactures : 17 » 147 8 442 . 116 : 336 % 658

8 8 8 3 s 5
AH other major 8 3 S :

industry groups $ 22 » 401 1,170 % 312 : 836 : 1,^7

Money show in thousands

26 Census of Manufactures» 1947» F. S. Department of Commerce
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TABLE V27

Proportion of Gross Wages by Groups

1949

Manufac- 
taring Trade Service

Construc
tion

District of Columbia 9.4% 40.3% 20.5% 9.6%

Prince Georges County, Id* 13.5 30.5 13.9 27.6

Montgomery County, Md. 11*1 31.3 16.9 29*1

Arlington County, Va* 5.5 31*3 7*3 17.6

Fairfax County, Va. 4*0 31*5 7.5 27.9

Alexandria, Va. 14*4 34.0 10.6 13*9

27 Metropolitan Washington After 150 lears: Its Economic Expansion 
Studies in Business and Economics, Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research, College of Business and Public Administration, University 
of Maryland, College Park, Md., Vol. IV, Mo. 1, June 1950, p* 10.
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significant to note that the District of Columbia with half of the popu

lation of the area is led by Alexandria, Prince Georges and Montgomery 

Counties on the basis of the local importance of manufacturing as an 

income producer. Manufacturing exerts the least influence in Arlington 

and Fairfax Counties in Virginia.

The uniqueness of the industrial pattern of metropolitan 

Washington becomes apparent when it is compared to national averages and 

to other large cities. Manufacturing income in the United States approxi

mates twenty-three percent of the total income payments, while in the 

District of Columbia it accounts for only three percent» in the average 

American city, 29.3 percent of the employed persons are working in manu

facturing industries and 4*7 percent are working in government. In 

Washington these proportions are almost exactly reversed, as twenty-nine 
28 percent are working in government and 7.2 percent in manufacturing. 

On the basis of the value of manufactured products, Washington ranked 

sixty-sixth in a list of one hundred and eleven cities in 1943 when the 

value of its manufactured products reached #91,7CC,GOO.

A comparison of manufacturing activity in Washington with other 

selected cities is shown by Table VI* The District of Columbia showed a 

steady rise in the proportion employed in government during the period 

between 1920 and 1940, while industry suffered an almost identical change 

in reverse. Manufacturing employment in Washington in 1940 is by far the

28 People and Land, National Capital Park and Planning Commission, 
Washington, D.C., Monograph No. 2, June 1950, p. 10

29 Value of Manufactured Products. 1943, Sales Management, L ill, 
No. 10, May 1944#
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TABLE

Proportion of Gainfully Deployed in Certain Activity Groups 
in Selected Cities of 250,000 or More

Activity
8 Î t $ I 8
8 t 8 8 8 8

-^JNhd&g&oN .1%^^ JKasJbriüL Detrclti @alUmpre$ .Atlanta
1 8 : * $ :

Manufacturing 8 8 % 8 8 $
1920 t 30*4 8 138 8
19X 8 17#4 8 3388
1940 » 7.4 1 35.3 » 26.3 1 47.2 1 31.6 t 18.1

8 8 tilt
Transportation 3 8 3 S $ 8

1920 S n#4 8 8 8 8 1
1930 t 8.8 8 * $ * %
1940 1 7.2 t 7.3 1 8.9 1 5.8 t 9.9 « 9.9

8 t 111 X
Trade S $ 8 8 1 8

1920 « 15*6 8 8 8 8 8
1930 8 17.2 8 8888
194C 1 16.3 1 21.5 t 21.9 , 18.7 » 2C.3 t 23.3

1 t 8 8 8 8
Public Service $ 8 8 8 8 3

192c 1 10.9 8 8*8 8
1930 8 21.6 8 il: 3
1940 8 3 4*1 8 4# 5 8 3*1 8 5*1 8 4*4

8 8 $ $ 3 8
Professional Service $ @ $ 1 8 $

1920 * 13*2 $ 8**8
1930 1 ZL6 » ««««
1940 1 9.6 1 7.8 : 8.7 « 6.0 t 7.5 1 7.3

8 8 8*8 3
Personal & Domestic 8 8 8 8 8 8

1920 8 18*0 t 8 3 3 8
19^3 8 20*2 8 8 8 * 8
1940 : 13.9 * 9.3 l 10.4 « 7.5 « 11.3 : 21.0

30 Adapted from Barron A. Thompson, foaulatW Trends Towards Concentration 
aA Sss, ka&âaà® Houston »»aâ Baeaniraliiuitlon
(Iftehisgtcn* th® President’s Gonvercnee on Meme Building and Home
Ownership, 1932) p* %L4; and G» S* Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census 
of the 0* 1940, Population, Vol# II (fesMMtoa, Government Printing
Office, 1942)
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lowest of any of the cities listed while» in all except one, it is the 

largest activity group* Washington has comparable activity in transporta

tion, trade, and professional services and leads all but one in personal 

and domestic services*

$he Suburban locational pattern. Figure I illustrates the 

industrial distribution that currently exists in the environments of 

Washington* The concentration of manufacturing firms follows closely 

the land use prescribed by industrial zoning in the various communities. 

It is apparent from this figure that nearness to the central city is 

sufficiently important to cause most plants to be erected in a few con

centrated areas. It is also noted that, with very few exceptions, manu

facturing activity is conducted adjacent to the rail lines that transverse 

this area. This is occasioned in most c^ses not by dependence upon rail 

transport but by the restrictions imposed by zoning regulations.

The heaviest concentration of industry in the suburbs exists in 

Bethesd^in a crowded area of a few square blocks; in Silver Spring where 

a more generous use of land has produced a well distributed and oriented 

industrial community; in Bladensburg where a rural industrial center is 

growing; and along the riverfront in Alexandria which once bustled with 

the activity of a previous industrial gegime. Manufacturing has also 

favored the land area in Prince Georges County between the Baltimore and 

Ohio Railroad line to Baltimore and United States Route No. 1. A scatter

ing of small service establishments exists along the main route through 

Hyattsville and Brentwood. The largest manufacturing establishment in the 

area which employs about 2,100 persons is located near Riverdale. In 

College Park are found several instrument and electronic equipment firms
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that employ several hundred employees each. Mulrkirk, Silver MH, Clinton, 

and several other intermediate locations in Prince Georges County exploit 

natural deposits of sand, gravel and clay and give rise to one of the 

county’s leading activities, the building materials indust iy* At present, 

Fairfax County in outlying Virginia lays claim to only a small local 

industries*

Approximately 150 manufacturing establishments are located in 

the environments of Washington, This represents about one-third of all 

such firms in the metropolitan area* Prince Georges County leads all 

suburban communities with about fifty establishments, followed by Montgomery 

County with about forty firms and Alexandria with approximately thirty 

concerns within its city limits*

Product diversification* The following is an indication of the 

variety of manufactured products and activities in the Washington area; 

District of Columbia: structural iron, printing, map making, cut glass, 

arch supports, varnishes and enamels, scales, book-binding, dentures, 

bedding, pharmaceuticals, typesetting, concentrates, beverages, engraving, 

lithographing, ink, paper, machine works, electric coils, macaroni, ice 

cream, paper boxes, embalming chemicals, shirts, candy, artificial limbs, 

welding, abattoir, industrial clothing, mixed concrete, truck bodies, 

tanks, industrial brushes, cinder blocks, scrap metal, cleaning compounds, 

paper tubes, soda straws, building stone, neon signs, electroplating, 

artificial eyes, dairy products, leather goods, plastic products, ice, 

emelting-refining, jewelry, bricks, store fixtures, coffee and tea, flour, 

braces, fats and tallow*
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Alexandria: printing, machine vorks, structural iron* fertilizers, concrete 

products, mixed asphalt, research, beverages, dehumidification equipment, 

electroplating, polishing, concrete pipe, electronic equipment, scientific 

instruments, ice, meat products, vegetable add animal oils, flour, feed, 

sand and gravel, neon signs, foundry castings, daily products, sheet metal 

fabrication* 

Arlington: structural iron, concentrates, concrete blocks, ice, mixed 

concrete, concrete pipe, cut glass,beverages, neon signs, cinder blocks, 

sheet metal fabrication.

Fairfax: radiant heating coils, flagstones, building stone, sheet metal 

fabrication.

Silver Spring: instruments, printing, wooden cabinets, machinery works, 

electric heaters, candy, ice cream, sand and gravel, lithographing, 

mixed asphalt, sheet metal fabrication, electric drives, electronic 

equipment, photo engraving, screens, neon signs, beverages.

Fringe Georges: automatic control devices, structural steel, printing, 

instruments, stampings, sheet metal fabrication, dry cleaning chemicals, 

mixed concrete, machinery works, cinder blocks, ice, sand and gravel, 

insecticides, oxygen and industrial gases, machine tools, aircraft equip

ment, pottery, brooms, scrap metal, concrete roof slabs, restaurant 

equipment, food salads, electronic equipment, building stone, paint 

pigments, chemicals, wooden cabinets, welding and welding equipment, 

cutlery, screens, dies, jigs and fixtures, bricks.

Bethesda» cinder blocks, printing, instruments, oil filters, plastic 

packaging, lighting equipment, foundry supplies, paint test equipment, 

electronic equipment, rubber goods.
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Current status of industrial growth. Industrial growth in the 

metropolitan area received some impetus from the World War II demand for 

military equipment. The tremendous post-war emphasis on research and 

development on this equipment has created many new firms in this area, 

The sizable industrial community in Silver Spring dates from the close 

of the war. It definitely reflects the current trend in the type of 

productive activity in this area. industrial plants in Silver Spring 

are mostly of new construction and blend well with their surroundings 

as illustrated by figures 2 and 3« The four-block industrial area in 

Bethesda has received several new firms in the last three years. Some 

have followed the nationwide post-war decentralization movement and have 

transferred their operations from overcrowded Washington to Bethesda. 

In spite of the large increase in suburban industrialization following the 

close of the war, changes in industries during the past year have been in

significant. Fairfax County will soon gain a large research laboratory 

when a three million dollar structure is completed which will house the 

firm on a forty-four acre tract. However, this large increase to the 

county1 s industrial community will not reflect too much of a gain for 

the metropolitan area, since it involves a relocation from an existing 

site in Alexandria.

Plant expansion by existing concerns in the Washington region 

has been at a virtual standstill during the current months. There are 

indications of plans to increase available facilities, but no evidence of 

such activity has been obtained.» There is only one instance of the con

struction of new industrial facilities. This employs an approach to the 

problem of furnishing industrial facilities which is new locally and
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appears very promising for the Washington area. Figure 4 shows the 

Pentagon Industrial Center under construction in Arlington on a large 

thirty-five acre tract. This is the first of perhaps five identical 

units each consisting of eight buildings which provide about 200,GOO 

square feet of floor space for office, warehousing, light and heavy 

industrial activity. The Industrial Center is being built by a local 

group which plans to lease or sell the buildings to those who wish to 

use the©. The open type of construction permits great freedom in 

arranging the work area to suit a large variety of needs. The furnish

ing of suitable quarters to concerns who are seeking locations should 

prove to be a considerable incentive to industrial expansion in this area.

Land for industrial expansion. The availability of suitable 

land is an important element of industrial location* The land should be 

accessible to materials and goods as well as to personnel. It should 

he suitable for the type of activity contemplated and be sufficient for 

efficient operation and for future expansion.

Land for industrial activity is under the control of regional 

planning commissions who are responsible for determining and recommending 

the use to which it is put. Each locality in the metropolitan area has 

prepared a zoning ordinance and has allocated the land under its juris

diction to residential, commercial and industrial uses. The areas that 

can be employed for industrial purposes in metropolitan Washington are 

shown by Figure 5* Land zoning is under the jurisdiction of the Maryland 

Park and Planning Commission in Montgomery and Prince Georges Cousues 

while the Rational Capital Planning Commission performs a similar function
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for the District of Columbia# The Arlington County Planning Comm.selon and 

the Alexandria Planning Commission each have zoning jurisdiction over their 

respective areas»

It is seen from Figure 5 that land for industrial use has been 

located along the rail lines that traverse this region* It should be 

noted that the areas shown include a large proportion of land that is 

currently being used by the railroads and is not available for industrial 

use» The area in the District of Columbia also includes land zoned second 

commercial which can accommodate certain types of light industry but does 

not exclude commercial activities* The general lack of land for industrial 

expansion is apparent from this map. In outlying areas where much unde

veloped land exists, additional manufacturing sites can be made available 

by petitioning the zoning group for rezoning from other uses and convincing 

the local citizens and the public officials of this need and giving assur

ances that the arrangement will be compatible #ith other neighborhood uses.
In the city of Washington, with only eleven percent^ of its 

land area undeveloped, industrial expansion would be badly hampered# Only 

3*3 percent of the total land area, or 1,310 acres, is in use by industry 

and the railroads. This is divided into 434 acres, or 1.1 percent of 

the total land area, for light industry; 198 acres, or 0.5 percent, for 

heavy industry; 678 acres, or 1.7 percent, for railroad use. This 3.3 

percent of the total area of the District of Columbia dedicated to indus

trial and railroad use compares to an average of 9.0 percent for four other 

cities; Dallas, Louisville, St. Louis, and Memphis. Of the 4,360 acres of 

vacant land remaining in the District, only 370 acres remain unoccupied 

that can be used for industrial purposes.

31 jmd Lagd, P* 42
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A similar situation exists in Arlington County. The industrial 
32area takes up only 1.69 percent of the developed area of the county. A

total of 713 acres are zoned for industrial use while 534 acres are 

actually used for industries.

32 The Economic Survey of the Land Uses of Arlington County, Virginia, 
prepared by Homer Hoyt Associates, September, 1951.
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Kot all is well Mth tha industrial scans in Washington. This 

fact is not surprising mad would be of little value unless it was used 

to analyse the industrial potential of the area. If the existing situa- 

tien is to be improved, it is necessary to diagnose the ills that 

afflict it. This will be extremely useful in determining how the region 

can he made more attractive to those seeking sites to locate new enter

prises. One of the most effective promotional means is to display a 

well stah&liMd and thriving industry to those who wish to launch a new 

venture or wish a more favorable environment for the conduct of their 

business. This stimulates confidence in the future of the undertaking, 

since it demonetrutes that local circumstances can be employed adven- 

tegeoualy* On the other hand, if the existing afflictions go unattended, 

they sill either become apparent to outsiders Ube investigate the area 

as a potential site or the firm falls prey to them and becomes a liability 

to the cosemnity. A study of the problems that face local industry is 

essential to preserve it from blight. A campaign to attract newcomers 

will prove an empty aucce^s if the industrial structure that is to 

receive than deteriorates from neglect.

The survey of local industry that was conducted in conjunction 

with this study disclosed several major handicaps to economical operation. 

They are largely responsible for shaping, the industrial pattern in its 

present form. These impediments are major since their effects are felt
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to a lesser or greater extent by all# The factors give rise to them 

mnst be investigated if the appeal and thus adventagee of the r^ion are 

to be exploited further# Many irritants «Meh act only in selected 

drcuM^amoob have been reported by mawfacturers » These are more dif- 

fi cult to eliminate y ainoe their effect depends upon the type of 

industrial activity, the community, the personalities involved, etc# 

Their effects may be minor in many cases, but a sufficient number of 

them any create a wry undesirable situation#

it ws one of the major objectives of this survey to note the 

discordant influence# on an others!efficient Maines& operation, Only 

those impedimenta that aere related to the loe&tixmal aspect of the 

operation iPBüns considered# This task sus a difficult one because those 

problems were usually not obvious sad had to be sought cut by careful 

and discreet questioning# Sovertheless, it is believed that some of the 

answers idhadt were received do not indicate a truly correct situation and 

some interpretation of th# results has to be made# In this respect, the 

personal interview approach was more successful in appraising the 

problems than the results from the mailed questionn&irus#

The inquiries put to industry #ere intended to produce Informa- 

tien ont (a) the nature of the firm and its productf (b) the locational 

procedure that was employed; (@) how locational factors affect operations# 

The locational survey (^stionnaira show in Appendix 4 was employed in 

conducting the personal interviews and for dlstributiw by mall# The 

response of the firms saw excellent and not a single interview request 

was denied. The nature of the replies vakslsK; from sincere frcnkne&s to 

oases %here an a&ttHwgdi wa made to offer a so&eMat distorted but more

agreeable inpresaion#
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Hatwa of the Ælyw surveyed» The from alxty-tiPO firns

have beets tabulated and. awiyxsd» These establi^Mants are distributed 

as follows* (a) fourteen firm in th® District of Columbia; (b) thirteen 

in Prince George# County; (c) twelve in the city of Alexandria; (d) ten 

in Silver bpring; (e) six in BethesM; (f) five in Arlington County;

(g) one each in Falls Church and Chevy Chase* These concerns represent

seventeen industrial groupings:

Beverages: % firms

Printing & Publishing: 6

Artificial Ice: 1

Meat Products: 1

Other Food Product a: 4

Lumber & Products: 3

Chemicals Products: 5

Building Materials: 8

Structural Metal Product#* 6

Machinery (except electrical) » 4

Electronics (research): 6

Instrument a: 4

Misoellanaoua* 2

Fabricated Met^l Products: 6

Paving W&tArials* 1

Pharmaceuticals: 2

Apparel: 1

a total

From 200 to 499% 8 firms

From 5GÜ to 999* 3

The slxty^tuo firms that have been surveyed have 

employment shown by the following groups

From 1 to 1$ employees: 13 firms

From 20 to 49# 13

From 50 to 99* Over 1,CÜQ* 1

From ICC to 199* 12

These firms have been in operation in the Baehingtom area from 

turn to 160 yaurm* They show the following distribution bribed on the 

number of years that opar^tions have bean conducted in metropolitan 

Washington*
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Frw 1 to 3 yeara: 3 firm*

FroM 4 to 6 ynara; ID

Froa 7 to IC y-j are: 7

Fro* H to 15 ye&rs: 10

qoBQlt» of tM owvw.

manafRoturing firm* in the Roehiagtoa metropolitan area are

Frw 16 to 25 years: 12 liras

From 26 to 50 years: 7

From 50 to ICC yo^ra: 12

Over 100 years* 1

The results of the Surrey of selaetod

tabulated in

Table VII* %e items that are listed correspond to those that appear In 

qneasiamaaire sho«n in Appemdln A. An analysis of the results follow 

under the item heading of tM table*

(a) Organ!actional units. Nearly three-fourth® of the liras 

studied operate only one plant and it is located in the metropolitan 

area. It is si@pi##uit to note that outside interest* have not attempted 

to exploit the local market to any large extent by establishing branch 

plant*. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that some local 

companies have thrived sufficiently well to have reached out into distant 

areas to set up their om branches. Soae of these firms operate as far 

asay as Canada and produce products such as phara&ceutlcala, paper products, 

industrial g^aea, sheet metal fabrication and electronic miuipnent.

(b) Output gold locally„ It is noted from Table VII that not 

all that is produced locally is for local consumption. A surprising 

amount of the output of R&shiagton industries goes beÿmn# the metropolitan 

area. However, care mst be exercised in interpreting the result» since 

the market &r%& of most firms which report the sale in Washington of only 

a fraction of \hat they manufacture extends only into rural Virginia and 

Maryland and not into areas dominated by other industrial centers. However, 

a few local plants enjoy a national market.
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TABLE VU

m&GATEü ITS L0MI08AL PK»aiS

1. Typ$ of OrgaDiaatioBal Units

(a) M&ln Plant*

(h) Bpiwh Plant» 8 13%

(c) Only Plant» 47 74%

2. Portion of total outfit sold locally»

(a) Hone» 12 finie or 19%

(b) 1/3 » B 13%

(o) V3 » 11 LE®

(d) Ml « 31

3* Portion of total output sold to the FMeral

(a) Mono* 41 firns or 66%

(b) Va * 12 19%

(e) Va • 3 5%

(d) Ml t 6 10%

4# a locational study

(&) Zes $ 10 firms or 20%

(b) No * 33 71%

(o) Bo not kno#% 4 9%

Supply of labor*5»

QovemsMmts

Mples 26 Jwt Bamsghî Bot BiougM 10 
1%(33^
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TABLE HI, Cwtimwa

(W Gklllal

Anases 9 Just Enough* 18 Not 2nough$ 32
1^% 3M $4#

(e) Cloriq&l

Ample* 15 Just Enough* 27 Not Enough: 12
28% 50% 22%

(d) Supenrisory and Profeaslonsl*

Ample: 1g Just Enough* 12 Not Enough? 23 Imported: 10 
22% 21% #% 17%

6. Local t^meport&ticm:

(a) Moqwte: 36 firms or $8%

(b) Inconvénient? 23 37%

(o) Not adequate* 3 5%

7* lë plant Adequate?

(a) Zea: 44 firme or 71%

(b) No: 18 29%

8* Are Local taxes high?

(a) Ies: 23 or 41%

(b) No: 33 59%

9# Io attitude of local government helpfiiL?

(a) Zees 35 firns or 58%

(b) No: 25 42%

10 • Nature of competition*

(a) Light: 13 firme or 21%

(b) Nederately heavy* 23 38%

(e) Heavy: 25 41%
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2ABW: VU, Cootizmad

11# Are labor coots higher than elsewhere?

(a) less 40 fix»» or 69$

(b) Ro* IB 31$

12# Effect of labor costs on ability to compete outaide area.

(a) So effect* 23 fims or 50%

(b) Moderate effect* 15 333$

(o) Strong effect* 8 17%

13 • Boes fira plan to sore away?

(a) fas* 8 firms or D$

(b) Bo* 33 87%

14# Expect appreciable expansion of activity during next five years.

(a) tea* 29 fir»» or 48$

(b) Ko* 32 $2$

13# Rill expanaicn recuira moving away?

(«) Yees 4 firms or 10%

(11) Koi 32 firw 75%

(c) Undetenalned* 6 firns 14%

16# Will expansion require Môitlon&l plant facilities?

(a) less 24 firss or 59$

(b) Bo* 17 41$

17. Attitude of financial Institutions,

(a) Killing bo finance industry* 27 firms or 51%

(b) Reluctant to finance industry: 13 25$

(e) Ge not knov* 13 24$
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VU, ContimwA

18. Union status of plants

(a) Completely unionised* 24 flMMs or 25%

(b) unionised* 7 13%

(c) Kot unionised# 6#

19* Bel&tiong alth «nions#

(a) Satlafaetoiy# 16 fime or 53%

(b) Some irritations 24 4M
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A number of plants find Washington an advantageous location 

from %hiah to distribute their goods to a number of eastern states* The 

area has several concerns %hich collect the scraps and the remains of 

the city's large meat industry and process these into grease and tallow» 

These are then furnished to the widely spread Chemical industry for the 

manufacture of soaps and related products. Thia is an example of an 

industry which has been dm to the source of its materials in 

Washington. A paper product concern in the District of Columbia which 

manufactures over two thousand mass produced articles ranging from paper 

tubes to plastic tooth picks sella all of its output out of the city* 

It has become a leader in this field and provides several nationally 

knom producers aith their only source of these products. A sheet metal 

fahrlcaWr operating in suburban Washington engineers construction 

projects as far a%ay as the deep South and the Midwest. A number of 

firms producing scientific instrumenta and laboratory equipment sell 

on a natian%lde bawls*. Several fertiliser firms manufacture their 

products in metropolitan Washington and distribute to the agricultural 

areas of several neighboring state». Washington, Mth its fine trans- 

portable# for bulky materials, is a good distribution point for 

agricultural products for a largo adjoining area.

The metropolitan region» Mth its excellant libraries, educa- 

Menai facilities, government and private laboratories, offers facilities 

to research organisations that cannot be matched elsewhere. A large and 

growing research activity is concentrated in Washington and makes its 

many services available to the gcvesMumt sgeaciaH that are located here.
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However, it also conducts work that originates beyond the metropolitan 

area* This ability to compete successfully for thi& work is the result 

of the loaatlan&l advantage» that the roewrcb industry enjoys locally* 

TMre are found also a somber of producers of industrial products she 

have little or no interest in the Washington market. These manufacture 

products such as industrial gases, electrical dehumldlflars for indus* 

trial use, plastic packaging, portable lighting equipment, foundry paints, 

maintenance paints, wood preservatives, liquid sprays» and industrial 

heatears* Those firms that use Washington as a central distribution point 

for their nnaafactured goods are generally content with this location* 

Wowsver, it has been noted that those not engaged in research activity 

and ahoae market entends into distant areas find competition difficult 

to me&t#

M Ontput Wd to the Federal Only about fifteen

percent of tbs local concerns sell two-thirds or more of their output 

directly to the Federal Government* Nearly all conduct research in the 

nachanie&l» chanical and electronic sciences under contract to a number 

of Federal agencies and in particular to the Bepartaent of Defense. In 

spite of the relatively small number of concerns furnishing their services 

directly to the government» magy others in the construction and fabrie^tion 

industries benefit indirectly by providing materials and equipment to 

prime contractors.

(d) Locational studies. Only onwrifth of the owoems surveyed 

acknoiAedged that the selection of their sites made after a study of 

the enuparstive advantages of a number of competing localities. In most 

cases, the Iccatlnnel survey was a perfunctory one mads usually by the
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head of the finu There to no evidence that any of ths studies made 

to an unbiased and exhaustive wnner by experts to sneh fields as trans- 

portotion, l:<bor, real estate, 6W industrial economics. In no case was 

consideration given to more than two or three slowly related areas. 

Information about the loc&tional procedures employed by firms %hich sere 

established fifty or more years ago is, of course, completely lacking. 

totor. The lack of an adequate labor force to 

the metropolitan area which is sufficiently skilled and versatile is 

undoubtedly one of the major problems that confronts local industry* 

This is a serious problem because it greatly affects operating efficiency 

and profits; it prevents rapid expansion of industrial output; it renders 

very difficult the accommodation of most new firms who wish to locate 

to the Washington Area.

Table VII indicates that nuns of the major employee categories 

is free from a shortage of adequately trained personnel. The skilled 

classification of workers is considered by industry to be the hardest hit 

by the lack of a sufficiently large labor force. Next to line is the 

supervisory anti professional group. Were the shortage is so acute that 

many firms must import personnel from outside the area. Many of those 

that reported an ample supply of supervisory officials baaed their replies 

on their ability to train this class of enplqyee to their sun plants, 

since local wureea could never furnish the specialised skills required 

for toase positions* The clerical category w&a found to be barely muffle* 

l$nt to meet reqatovnento* The difficult enemmtored to obtaining am 

ample supply of personnel to toe clerical classification is ascribed to 

the strong drawing power of the federal Government, The unskilled class 

of workers was found to most cases to meet the needs of industry*
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The «©nsensus obtained by the survey la almost unanimous in 

that skilled labor is severely lacking in this arsa. Ho^wsr, an accurate 

appralaal of this situation is not poaslble because the availability of 

labor could not in all cases be objectively determined by the individual 

firme, A number of factor# influence the availability of labor» the 

wages that are paid; working conditions; stability of employment, etc, 

M appreciable number of concerns in metropolitan d^ehingtcn combat labor 

shortages successfblly by attracting the best and achieving an extremely 

low labor turnover, in these firms the wages that ars offered are above 

the average for the area* In addition, a benevolent attitude and pleasant 

working condition# are furnished as well as on-the-job training for future 

advancement, Such a per^onnal policy permit a the company to build up a 

permanent skilled working force and makea it %mmeeesea%y for it to compete 

in the open labor market. Mepotim is another successful device that is 

used extensively in many of the will sr establishments to circumvent the 

labor problem. Thereforo, those firms invariably reported sufficient 

numbers of personnel in most categories because of their unfamiliarity 

with the competitive labor n&rket, A& & result, it can be expected that 

actual conditions concerning the availability of labor in hashlngtcm are 

semekhat worse than ahown by Table VII.

The Reports Analysis Section of the District of Columbia local 

office of the United States Baployment Service corroborated many of the 

points brought out by the survey on the state of the local labor supply. 

The availability of unskilled labor generally depends upon the season of 

the year* Since the building industry ia at its lowest ebb during the 

wintar mouths, unskilled workers are most plentiful during the cold season.
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«es the baglMRiRg of a shortage of tmakilled help. The

common dœAo&l (filing) help 1» currently plentiful. The clerk-typiet 

category has hecome more plentiful recently because of reduced »w««eai 

hiring* Secretaries and otcmographera are and have always been in abort 

supply. -Similarly, skilled help has sissy* been acutely short, This 

trend is not local in character but is widespread throughout the nation. 

Skilled machinist#^ toolmAkere and Inatrunent makers are not to be found 

and the local govammeut eetabliahnents are resorting to the training of 

unskilled help to furnish the major supply of thuee men. Due to the 

persistent drying up of large construction project» in around the 

netropolitm ar^^ there la no* an ample supply of structural steel workers 

Boeerer* It is expected that way of those will migrate if their trade 

does not improve sufficiently. Professional anplqyeaa Ne eadhhusaly 

scarce, especially in the olectroniea field.

Due to the number of unsolicited opinions that have been ox*- . 

pressed, acme credence must bo given to the possible deleterious effects 

of government umplcynsnt on the productive and creative ability of the 

worker. 81th government nativities in the area employing large numbers 

of skilled production workers, they have a marked effect on the local 

labor market. Private industry find# itwolf both losing and gaining 

employ**# from the government. ft has been noticed that a number of 

private industrial firms ascribe their loss of trained men to government 

Npdeynent, No to the leisurely mark pace and the many job benefits 

offered by the latter. On the other hand, an appreciable Bomber of flow 

regard government activities sc providing only a poorer grade of 

"skilled* worker due to the failure of the government to properly
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MscriMmte poor and high quality vork, TM^ belief severely

limits the possible atabiliaiRg effect on the local labor supply of the 

large reservoir of goverumeBt prsMctl« worker

Many of the cmmM< ehich were received on the local labor 

supply are individual in character* Certain industrial locations «HI 

not attract women emplcyeea cm to a lack of drug store and restaurant 

facilities in the neighborhood» The printing and i%blishing industry 

finds an ample supply of skilled help during the summer months ^hen 

many oi^aninational p^rlodicela are not pubH^ed# Its need for p%%* 

fessian&l employt ea eased s@ne«Ant by the courses in printing engineer» 

ing which are offered by some of the unlversi&lea* iMle nest concerns 

manage full production with staffs ahich out of necessity must include 

a number of not fully qualified employees# the instrument and research 

industries cannot compromise the high quality of their product by a^loy* 

ing unakillad help. Therefore# they frequwUy find themselves unmble to 

acquire large quantities of no* wrk# Ono large submAan research firm 

has experienced considerable difficulty Rhon recruiting engineers and 

edentlsts outside of ta Abington due to the reluctance of the prospective 

employees to entrust their children to «but they confdder a substandard 

area school system# Some firms noted the current irresponsible nature of 

laborers mho# without references, impulsively tak@ ond leave enplcynsnt# 

This comment is undoubtedly universally true# but the Washington area 1» 

affected in a unique manner due to the large number of employed vives of 

serviesmea sho must leave on short notice. A problem faced by many brand» 

planta arises due to the policy of the home office of setting a uniform
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pattern of wage rates. As a in Washington the

relatively high cost of living placet the local brunch plants in tn 

wfavorehl» position %hm cempotli% for labor#

(f) W&I JagBS&g&W* %» WaohingtoR area depends on 

private trnneportatLon for moving most of its #aplayaea. The answers 

to item 6 of Table VII gave eonelderatlon to the problem of ftoemmodating 

«mployoà emtwmblloe near the plant sit»# In ganeral, the transportation 

problem to not too tevere# Many fires lotted in the District of 

ColohMA and near do%nhotn Alexandria suffer due to insufficient park* 

ing facilities» Those loo&tsd in suburban arose enjoy unlWLtM space, 

but in a mmher of caseà the emmn&atipn problem is causing owalderablo 

concern due to inadequate nooesa roads# It has bean noted that suburban 

flme m^luying large proportions of unskilled labor find the lack of 

publie transportation a decided drawback in their attempts to attract 

sufficient empLoycck# ,

(g) plant. The high rate of post-war industrial

activity baa permitted most firms to renovate and expand their production 

facilities# Therefore, the ^ashingtmi industrial plant has not bmrnme 

obsdehcant tb any claming extent, in the large majority of Oi^ee, firms 

have reported a lack of sufficient space to carry on production in an 

efficient manner because their plants are in loc&tWis ehich prevent 

easy expansion, Baring the seven years that it has been in the Washington 

area, one of the larger ecuoems has had to spill over into seven widely 

scattered buildings because the main plant is hemmed in by other users of 

the adjacent land. This is clearly an alarming situation for eBcnemie&l 

nporwtlen*
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W Jtgssâ* This important factor of the loeatlml 

problem is difficult to evslwte la an objective manner* Wen though 

this is a o^p^ratlve question, not many local industrial operators are 

sufficiently aogMAiatod with the tax structure of other locsHtiee to be 

able to offer more than an opinion of hoe the tax load affects their 

profits* She ramsits of Table TÎX shoe that the taxes levied on the 

industry in the %&ahiagt<m netropollton area ers considered by many to 

be unjustifiably high# that they are ■considered to be in axcesa of the 

ecoAmlc limit by a very large group of companies is particularly 

significant*

W && steiMa s£ âs Jteâ= wft i^àa
She attitude and action» of the local government can influence to a large 

extent the location and growth of industrial activity within its juris

dictional area* She results of the survey indicate that a large segment 

of industry believes that government is a decided hindrance to their 

eontlwed progress# Sony who favored the attitude of the local adninie- 

tration merely desired non-interference from government groups rather 

than an active mmalderation and action to relieve acne of their public 

and operating problems# %o@t of the antagonism expressed against govern

ment stems from a porsletent neglect to correct ssHRkOw d^lciancies in 

services due to the firms aS taxpayers* these include the failure to 

provide sewers# to repair access roads and to provide street lighting. 

The oversealou# cmfbrosuwt of inapplicable building codes and health 

Fogulatlo** has created censidarabla friction between industry and govern

ment# The lack of proper consideration for industrial zoning applications 

and the oamtiMMns badgering by community groups over certain industrial 

practices has created meh commen ill will. The nannitive nature of those
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ws WW in & maaber of cases where the ooiBpaMee eon*

^idw themaolveB as havjmt; been victinixed by government and public groupe 

for extended ported»#

Ü) s£ In vims of the Industrial onvirmawt

that exists in beshingtou, this area has attracted only a limited number 

of manufacturing cla^aifloationa, This lack of industrial diversification 

has resulted in a conceited exploitation of certain profitable activities# 

Thl& accounts to a large extent the intensity of competition that exists 

in manufacturing industries in the metropolitan area#

(k) yha ppst of labor. It is apparent from the results shown 

in Table TH and from personal contacts with namnfacturlng fires that the 

Washington area one of the highest industrial labor rege rate streo* 

tores of the country# The impression of this factor that is gained by 

the individual concern depends to a oon^ldereble extent an the makeup of 

its labor fores* One fire employing a predominant amount of unskilled 

help will reflect lower labor costs than one that must use large nrebere 

of difficult to obtain skilled and professional personnel# The glaring 

dlnorepancy that exists in labor rates between Washington and other cities 

is illantrated by the $2»0Q per hour paid to a local metal polisher and 

as lev aa $L#%^ to certain classes of polishers in PMladalphla# This 

is, of course, not a typtwl wage differential# Unskilled help demands 

five to ten percent more in Washington than in northern dtiss end 

twsnty^five pedant more than in Richmond, Virginia, %Mle local machinists 

recmire about twenty percent more than they would in Baltimore* Bomorer, 

this comparison is not always one-aided, since the cost of skilled pre* 

duction rerker* in Washington is reported as being less than Detroit and



The nature of these labor cost differentials is illustrated 

further by Table VIII and Table IX which show CMQwrative rates paid 

in the printing trades and in clerical occupations for several selected 

cities. Table VIII shows vividly the large difference in the labor 

rates paid in the printing trades in Washington and its neighboring 

cities of Baltimore and Richmond. This fact undoubtedly produces a 

considerable impact on the local industry which tries to stem the flow 

of work which leaves Washington for the two competing cities. Wevora 

thelwe, Washington, labor c^wnds rages «Meh are appreciably Inao than 

Chicago and Sew fork, In the clerical occupations, Washington’s industry 

is required to pay considerably more for women caplcyae# than firms in 

Richmond. Howver, in the male classification the Rtchmond rates are 

somewhat higher than the corresponding Washington ones. It is seen from 

Table IX that local wages for office workers do not vary much from those 

paid in New fork, Philadelphia and Chicago. Washington industry is eoa- 

petitive with moat ç^cr cities in the cost of clerical work, but it 

accomplished this at the expanse of conelderabls difficulty in procuring 

office workers in the face of the higher wugea paid to them by the Federal 

OovimuKRt*

(1) Wpw costs and cutsido (hNKNtltlon* Industry iwraallslng 

the limitations of the Washington area has engaged primarily in those 

activities which are local in nature and mostly invulnerable to cubside 

ccmpcbltloa. Therefore, although most local labor costs are higher than 

those found elsWtere, the large majority of firms report than to have 

little or no effect in limiting their sales. Those concerns that indicate
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TABLE Till# 

©Mon Beale of Wages in the Printing Trades 
Book and Job

Rate per Hour SB of July 1, 1952

Trade or Ooewation 1 W&shingt; BqltWrex RLch&ond.Va*; Heu lork* Chicago

Bindery îem
*
# 1*23
l

$ 
$ 
1

1.04 ’ 1.05 * : (h»

Bookbinders : 2.42 t 1.97 . 2.02 . ; <^78

2.22: $ 1.93 * 2.7) * 2.88^)
■ % 1 I

Coapositora, Hand
%
* 2*61
:

* 
t
S

Bleat rompers * 2*98 1 2.29 « 2.38 1 3.16 1 3.16

Machine Operators
8
$ 2*61
*

A 
4 
*

2*22 * 1*95 $ 2.% * 2^92^
1 1 8 , x

2.22 : 1.95 $ 2.76 : 2.92^
8 8 1

i* 8 1 8

Machine Traders
(Machinists)

: 2.61
$ 
i

; 
i 
$

Photcengr^ers $ 2.80 % (2^5 ‘ : 3.51 » 3.36

Press Assis* & Fw@™ ‘ &M i 
t

$

(1*45 ! (I.15W ! (1*75 * (2.%
(W5 ' (1.53 ' (2.39 (2.77

Pressnon, blinder \ A.eKiG* (3.14 i
4

(^.Co e U»«6 . (2<t64 (2.50(2.32 . (2.00 ’ (3.C9 | (2.92
* ,

Prosiwm, Platen • 0:1 1
1-89 . {tS 1 (2:^ * W

Mailers
8

< 1.91 * - * * 2.48
1 t (3^9 $

(a) Dey

(b) Bx&lMes junior assists

33 ©# S* Bopertamt of Labor^, Bureau of Labor BbatlstLes^ Preliminary Reports 
on Mnn Beales of Wages and Hours in the PrlxAins Trades from various 
regional offices, ’
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M&E IX34

34 in .Lar&a Cities. 1243, Bulletins Ros# 9604,
960-2; 96G-3; 960-4; Department of labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics*

Average Hourly Rate Paid by Private Industry 
Clerical Occupations

1949

,. Ocq%%tiW ^%ashingt^ PMladel^kiaL Maw forks RLehoond .Vai .ChiOMp
a $ : 1 I

Men* $ : t I I-
Bcckkepers, Band । i.n < 1.91 « 1.85 i 1.67 $ 1.73

a i s 8 8
Clerks, Aceaunting « 1.23 : 1.28 i 1.47 8 1.37 8 1.42

as a 8 8
Clerks, file,Class Ba *96 a »M a 1*00 8 — 8 .97

a 8 a I 8
Clarke, General * 1.37 s 1.51 i 1.54 « 1.36 8 1.49

» a $ 8 8
Cle$k*fypiste i 1.19 i .99 : 1.12 a - 8 1.10

S 8 $ s 8
Clerk, Order $ 1*23 a 1.35 a 1*49 * 1*33 8 1.47

8 8 « : 8
Vomn* 8 $ 8 a 8

Bookkeepers, Hand $ 1.55 a 1.25 a 1^0 a 1.26 8 1*43
8 8 * i 8

Calculating Sack* a 1.15 i 1*03 % 1.22 : 1.01 8 1.16
Op* (Coupteneter) 8 $ 8 a 1

$ 8 8 $ 8
Clerks, Accounting t 1,21 % 1.03 1.22 8 1*07 4 1.15

a * & i 8
Cle**a,me, C1h»b B« .97 : .% : .92 » .76 8 *93

8 8 % $ 8
dorks, General a 1.22 r 1.23 a 1.32 » 8 1*22

% * 8 $ ' 8
deik^ypiste » 1.04 * .92 : 1.07 a *06 8 1.04

8 I 1 8 8
Stenogruphers, Gen* 8 1*26 8 *78- $ 1.23 S 1.06 8 1.21

8 1 8 8 t
Suitchbd.Operators at 1*04 $ 1*4$ : 1.21 8 1.00 a 1.13

8 8 8 i 8
Typiets, Ciasa A : 1.16 i 1.04 ; 1.19 : .99 t 1.16

Deacriptlcn of Ocmpati<^*%
derka, file, d&sa B A worker she perforas routluc filing of material 
already classified or locates material in files.

Typlet, Glass A - A worker who types materiel in final form from vexy rough 
and iwblfed draft; o^ies from cu^y ^rhich contains technical tad uan&mal 
sords.
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that higher labor costs severely their operations are engaged in moat 

oacee in distributing outside the Washington area in coz^etitiv^ territories.

(») aazjah jaz 15& Although only thirteen

percent of the ocnceme surveyed indicated pleas to move frost their present 

siteü, the r%&&ca%s given for these relocations are very significant 

indicators of the local industrial situation» Three Bethesda ocmp&nics 

are in various stages of arranging for Bovas to other localities away 

from the WAimgtem area. Two cannot find proper space in Bethesda and 

find skilled help difficult to obtain i$nd commanding exorbitant wages# 

The third company wishes to retain its advantage of being close to the 

govemnent amendes that direct it» work and will retain its main office 

hero# IhMrver, it will locate a production and assunbly branch away from 

this arka of high and high labor costs.

A la%e and long^Gtablisbed Ina&runent firm in Kontgomery 

Cmmty is currently preparing building plans for a site near Baltimore# 

The high tax load impeded on this company is the primary reason for the 

move. One large manafheturing firm that has been operating in Washington 

for ever seventy years has completed plans to leave the city and establish 

a now site in Prince Georges County. The causes that make this move neces

sary are the inability to expand nt the present location, high District of 

Columbia taxes, %nd annoyances from local ordiBRacea. An Arlington .'com

pany expects to move to Alexandria Awgk its precoat expires in 

order to locate in a more suitable building. In turn, an Alexandria firm 

intends to establish itself outside th* K&ehington arsa to obtain the 

necessary supply of skilled labor that it requires in the conduct of its 

work# In contract to the above, « firm now located in Prince Georges
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Cwmty will soon move its activities into the District of Colmbia to 

obtain a better distribution point for its products*

(a) JB*#

years* the optimism born of the prosperous po@W%r era is evident in 

ths opinions of w&riy fifty percent of the firn# surveyed that they 

anticipate an approeiable increase in their business activity* Most 

of the (üldbNr companies expect only the rognlatod slow growth of the past 

to ewtihue* Only a few of the firms that expect a oonoiderabla increase 

in the volume of their busine@B mill require moving out of their present 

plant. Those that do not require a relocation will accomodate the 

Increaaod activity by expanding their present plant and adding to its 

equipment*

*1 Jag&&^âe* fh* Murray has 

brought out the fact that lending institutions are not alsays sympathetic 

to the problems of industry* This is of great concern, since the avail#» 

bility of capital dictates the rate of industrial expansion. Sot all 

firms are affected in the same manner* The younger member* of the 

industrial conaaolty reported a reluctance on the part of the local banks 

to make loans to them. Industry lament# the fact that the area* a banka 

are not conversant eith industrial emblems and have sufficlMt commer

cial businoa# to M9&ay all of their funds. Older firms are gwwriill^ 

in et better position since they have been able to establish their credit 

mnd have built up appreciable that say be mood to secure loans* 

ZetabllBhing long-term relations #lth one neighborhood bank aided 

many eith their financial problems* Kost branch plants are unaffected 

ty the local financial situation since their need» are arranged for by 

the parent company.
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(p) HRioH Ind&stg in the Washington ares h&s been

relatively free from dieturbw&ces arising from union activity. Table VII 

shows that oæüy one-fourth of the plants in the area are completely 

wicniMd# The only se^eat of industry that is extensively unionised 

is that represented by the printing and publishing industries, Relations 

with the jü&bw» unions have been satisfactory in most cases and veg fee 

idftWM&d&u have bow aside to unionise outside of the printing and publishing 

trades,

(q) fw lecettional ^feronge. Industry In the

l^hiugton netropoliten &r«% is character! by many firms whose founders 

and operators are long-established residents of the area, Nineteen firm# 

surveyed reported that the selection of the Washington area as e business 

nite ess dictated by the desire of the founder to locate a plant convw- 

iantly in hie osn cwnunlty. Other reasons given for a Washington locu

tion are also dwinatcd by "the underlying desire net to have to

establish & now home away from a favored ccmwAity* Therefore, twelve 

c^pwnie# indicated that their founders saw the pbtwtialitioe of a local 

business establiahNMmt utile e number of these pointed out that those 

that formed the present firm did so by expanding a strictly neighborhood 

typt> of activity.

Several of ths newer eenpanie# stated that the current expansion 

in population attracted th^am to tills area, and because the existing firms 

cannot furnish all of the services demanded of them. All of the companies 

engaged in research activities selected this area beams* of the excellent 

liaison possible with the government agencies that are responsible for 

assigning work to then ant directing its progress, Three firms entered 
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this area ly taking over existing businesses under favorable conditions. 

In tee government agencies %ho were anxious to undertake a special 

(Aase of *ork in the metrupoHtan. area influenced the coupaniea to locate 

here* As was to be expected, all of the branch plants have cited near

ness to the customer as their reason for locating here. Several flies 

gave omieiàarable weight to the pawt ability of the to weather a 

depression cycle %ith little dislocation*

The strong influence on the Washington locational preference 

of the founôar*w desire to remain a local resident is also evident in 

the reasona given for industrial locution in Nev England* A recent surv-v 

of companies that located in Ne* Ebglanc during the period of August 1945 

to June 194@ shoes that personal reasons dmllkr to those cited for the 

Xashington &x%a played a dominant rule in influencing regional Locations* 

Out of a total of 118 reasons a&ivim, thlrty^even were on personal 

desire. The next largest group of r@ sons for locating in Nea &%land 

was given taenty^ight tines sml mas based on the advantages of the site 

in serving the contemplated markets. Nineteen^^^ ehleh were given 

more due to dedsions that the region furnished, desirable production 

relationships #ith other firms* Eleven -noted material availability as 

a primary causo for regional location and only five sere .Imfluenoed by 

an available, plant* 

.CorreLatlcn of data. Table VII presents the opinions expressed 

by the industries of the Washington metropolitan area about prolan# that 

influence strongly the desire of a company to seLect this region as a 

3r5""lqh?F]N!Ns WJN&ëBd* A^nat.
1945 to JuRS 1948* by Georgs H* Mills, Monthly levies, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Xk»8ton, Vol, 31, Bo. 4, Apr. 1949*
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WaiAege site and its Biliiagneas to continue operating in it* Further 

study of these have disclosed severAl interesting relations between 

various segments of industry and its mimaat*

(%) The factor* The transportation of employees

ms found moat inadei^uate in ^lington, Prince Georges and Bethesda. 

This ie ocoasionad by relatively poor public transit and poor excess 

roads to the plants. The (gneatian of high taxation shows a very strong 

correlation ^thMkmtgoneiy (b@ugr%y. Out of fifteen companies, thirteen, 

or eighty-6 even pt^rccnt, believe that local taxes are excessive. This 

compare with taenty-five paroant for Arlington; eight percent for 

Alexandria; thirty-three percent for the district of Cdumbla, and 

twemty-five percent for Prince Georges that consider taxes too high. 

In Monigomazy County, Bethania reported swœ^w percent of its indus

trial fires as believing: that local attitudes are injurious to th^lr 

progress. In contrast, neighboring silver Spring shows only twenty 

percent of ths «MM^anlen as dissatisfied with local conduct towards then* 

Prince Georges also reports high dissatisfaction with the community, with 

fifty-four percent of the firms reporting an unfriendly attitude. Firms 

located in the District of Columbia enjoy easy credit relations, since 

only twelve percent indicated & reluctance on tha part of the banks to 

lend to Idhwaa. On the other hand, fifty percent of Alexandria* g concerns 

have noted reluctance on the part of banks.

(b) Major indu&tri&l groupa. The lack of an adequate local 

labor supply has hit the research and instrument industries the hardest 

rnitb «&xty-#iz fwanæBA; reporting not (enough esypltgroeB to opar&te 

lontly. The fkdbxdbaatcd *Nbd# industry has fifty percent of its firms
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reporting insufficient labor anti fifty percent acknowledging they have 

just enough. The otmatmotion «aterialg industry reports an ample and 

sufficient supply in the large majority of cases* Local taxes were 

found excaaaivo by a large number of cwapaniea engaged in the fabricated 

products, printing and research industries* It is noted that these 

industries are highly meohanlead and provide a high tax base. The son* 

st met ion material# industg turned in the largest percentage of com

plaints against the local attitude. The heavy nature of operation# in 

this industry with its heavy local trucking «met the creation of dirt and 

dust makes it prone to local indignation. Cm^etitlon was reported 

heaviest in the c#BatmctloB arterial % industry, with seventy-five percent 

assessing the competition heavy and twenty-five percent as medium heavy. 

The least competitive industrial group is the research group, with fifty 

percent of the firms claiming competition as light. This group also 

encountered the most difficulty %ith local financing, with aixty percent 

of the flms findin*; the banks reluctant to grant loans to then*

(c) The influence of Plan of plant. The companies that 

found taxes unduly high oem not the smallest or largest* fifty percent 

of planta #&pl(yrlng twenty to ferty-nine seventy-five percent of those 

employing to 499 x^sported axoosaive taxes. Those firms TWhadb have 

between fifty tad ninety-nine employees found the most fault ®ith the 

local attitude* The anticipated expansion in business activity will occur 

primarily in the smallest plant &mup (we to nineteen emptoyaes) %ith 

sixty-six percent reporting an appreciable e^^ansion anticipated.

(d) plants» & much higher percentage of the branch plants 

(sixty percent) made & locational study, aa comp^rad to only seventeen 

percent of all the other plants. Seventy-five percent of the branch plants



claimed no of credit conditions in this region because their

banking la farranged by the bone office.

Of the coapenles 

that sell from t^m^thirds to all of their output to the federal goversnent, 

eighty-six percent reported a# <K%ptN:tmg an appreciable expansion in 

their %%%Lu:ke of activity* This compares to forty-eight percent for the 

entire iodue&iKL&l group,

firms that acre eurv^ed Meme invited to suggest ne&ne by ^hleh the metro

politan ar^obuid be made acre attractive to industry. A number of those 

contacted failed to offer auggeotions, since they believed that they were 

not Bufflciently versed %ith regional problems* Others by their replies 

shewed a lack of knowledgs of the factors that operate on an industry end 

regional basis. A number of the rscoewend&tifms offered by individual 

flaw are included as a munuMy %hieh r&fleets the naay aspects of the 

locational problems* Industry recon&HRde that#

Raw industry should be invited to locate here since it will 

attract a groater labor force and expand the Market of the existing: industry . 

%shington is at desirable place to live in and should be an 

inducasent to ne# labor and industry:.

&mpanie# engaged in gMrernment 'wrk suffer mast from the 

locK&l hanks* They should find Beoonstrwtian Finance Corporation loans 

attractive, since they are subject to gpyvmssmK&db regulation and control 

and #111 not find Reegma&ruetion Finance Corporation* @ naddleeoae tactics 

disagreeable;,

Taxes are beginning to drivo industrie# aoey» the local govern

ments should grant a tax reprieve* The personal property tax in Wontgonery
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Country is unfair, Kagy of the Maryland eowmmitiuü do not have it*

The cost of real estate in docirdhle locations is beyond the 

reach of most oobÿ*mlo& that ^ish to @,qpaBd. Acaone to mako more land 

&vallA&l& for InAwtriBl

MoW. indnetrioB will find scrap metal cho&p and in large 

quantities in ^ahin&ton because there 1# ns* one to u*@ it,

AndLl plants should be preferred because during depression 

periods they uwxag# to Keep going* while large plants dump large numbers 

of unemployed on the community on the slightest pretext.

There if» a pressing need to educate government and the community 

on the bsnaflts to be gwwrikvtxi from industry* A promotlmml campaign to 

advertise this arsa ekwaudUd be undertaken, 2»t(g? discouraging local 

industry* 

gmdkUlcd labor should be unlonimod beesnue now it Is 

Irres^jousihle* 

local tH&Gjj&Gaa interests should acquire new and promising 

product» for 3Mintu&aGdyur%B in thi^ area*

A better understanding of industry by government is essential 

to improve the present attitude towards industry*

Uniformity should be aohloved throughout the metropolitan area 

on regulations affecting judgments and Ileus* There are six different 

political subdivisions in this region* each with different building coce# 

aik. collection laws, 

gduc&tional Institutions should aid in easing the critical 

shortage of skilled and professional peraonnel by the use of training 

programs,
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Boüâing Mrolü# should be edgier bo obtain, when an industry 

applies for retoning# indtvldwl» five or ten Ml«w a,ay from the project 

should not be paraitted to protest unless they can prove financial 

injury.

The area is short of first class supply and distributing 

houses to industry.
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#* pr^oua chapter ha* pmeeaWl 

the rgKBoajbe of Whwt%^ amüyadLo of tüaao» problems that are i%%her%nt 

to its tooattonal 4swto«®«nt* These are dlMwbtog dement c that sob* 

filet *lth proper toduotrl&l aan&#e*ent and wrt be understood not only 

to topwo the exL&ttog situation but to render the region more r^ceptlT# 

and gore attractive to furtoor lahiatrtollxationil iühad& le desired#

Theeo proble&s that totostry «wet cope ^ith atem free the 

O0M«mlt^ and have to#Lr «munterparts in the local acene# The lack of 

an edeqwata labor supply# the hlgb co et of labor, tonifiaient toweas 

toctustrtol land, the Irritottog local attitude, and the nona«rvattoe 

character of capital to»*btor& are todnatrtol obat&atos iMWNanaig of the 

reaction of toe (xwaaaiiyf to toe local brand of *anufdcturtog activity 

and to other économie &nd todal phenwana# toditlonal Aom&süakAgo of the 

basic cause» that i&ivia rise to the aanlfcotationthat have been NfRrted 

can he obtained by a atudy of tühdH&o olqwmts of too eameicnlty that influence 

4A& toWtrW snvirwmsat*

The survey that ha« alrofwSy been r^^rtod %%& eecoKgpentod by 

th# totorvtoe of iM&psMa&Ggdbktjjrg# of the KN«qy local groupa and organtoe» 

tlong that acRcem toaAsalvea with one or mora aspects of totoetrlal 

location, to topertant and (Wcisive influence to the ocaNmity to that 

emerged by the local edmtoletrators of governmental Authority# The public 

aiWnlatawtor sus a repreetotottoe of the etotoene Burnt re^NMt their 

*&#&## and those of the nany epoctol interest groupa* Be ae&adk reflect
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an attlW* cm ooaanQlty tb&t» 16 QgqpAtlbla «itb the

»JC the «met&WeBhB* 3he long range #alfar# of the and the 

aocnuil 01 aHAbedMNUdüL&l iBaKuafÜHt to th# cemmœ&ty &r@ the guide# of 

mm&cx&pal po&lqr# The octroi that gov&m&ent e&n axereiee over the 

faeWro of iadhatrial lowtioB la & mjw fore* that @&a deteralnG th* 

1%np# of adjuoWWb th&t firm" aaat nek» to tholr fsaarlrow^

Beoauoe of the loport^oa of govoMiaioRt* the chief a<Wnlt&r&~ 

tor of #&oh political miWlvi^ion in the uotropoliWi area a&o aontacted 

parBoaally for an evaluation of the W.#tihw altB&tiOB «nd a prodioticm 

of the Altura course of iBdtustxlBl^ An iBBawle of their mmlclpal

govornawto^ they sure in a position to rally oplnlcma and initiate for 

ro&ohlR^ ^hersforo, the vie## axpraaaad ty the#» official#

are valu&blB IMluAidlon* of %het any be ANPthwmdümg that can eetari&Uy 

affect the in&wtrl&l a&vlronaaot*

exerts a strong influence in raglohel K&ttar*, % th 

jüadBwtay p]uqyia%g o uinur role, buataew looel inccmee that are

MMMmd only to the Fedorkl gpyveüimagfb* Buninas la *@11 or#Maia*& in 

1%hld& area #itb & nneber of active Œmebera of (bweree and Board# of 

Trade ekLeh can Btudy wad WWAto action %m problmn* dhieh ad5B*4dk their 

aNhere and the commwlty. Because of Ite natural Intereat in induetrial 

matter#, bualmwa mao a&cresgradà through its local waocimtloM# 

The Inh&hlt&ntu of the r^gicm are, in the last Rnalysis, the 

daWrminaata; of iodu#trl&l policy, Industrial caamot uaurp the 

land and obtain public eervlcas the cltiaame of the c^aagunlty 

oomdoae it* MaMifacturi^ is %qpc@& the inhabited for eagplcyeee

to mmm Iba proeeseee and therefore moot be acceptable to them* Became# 

of the etrow influwwc that the dti&ma eauazit in indnatriol problem»,
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their attitude# and opinions ^ere as tossed by int erfiling: the heads of 

several dtlzena* organisation*.

In addition to the above determinant « of public attitude, a 

number of other groups were canv&aaed for opinions and information about 

specific industrial problem»* Several banks gave an insight into the 

local credit situation that has irked many manufactwing firms* The lack 

of industrial land was investigated by a study of soning regulations, by 

discussions with planning officials and by checking with omsrs of real 

estate* The problem. of the labor market was discussed with educators in 

the field of vocational training* A reprosent^tive expression from labor 

was difficult to obtain because only a snail p@rc%itags of the total 

labor group is unionised, ho-wever, pertinent labor problems were dis» 

cussed with officials of the unions involved with the printing and publish* 

ing industries.

The basic attitude. The survey of the community failed to die* 

close expressions of opinion that were detrimental to local industry in 

WW* This fact w not expected, slno# meny ware found sho were certain 

that someone else %&s opposed to the spread of industry* Industry gave 

strong evidence of the existence of groups and institutions that resented 

its activities* A number of business organizations and business leaders 

attested to the same* These indications are followed, but instead of 

finding firm opposition W the industrial development of the region, 

understanding and a desire to aid the solution of the attendant problem# 

#&* expreseed. bet all those contacted exhibited the same enthusiasm, 

nor ecre they completely unreserved in coamendiBg industry and its role 

la th* oemmunity.



haul pointed to aortolR oltlxan certain

planning #355%%%* so&e art# 8py*4H5»wN*tB aa fallowing a policy of 

etifllng indnatry and preventing its spread, The caref&L tracking down 

of thaae rumere Me eerved to shew ikhai» an open and organ!**# campaign 

agalnat industry doea not eaiGt* Komnrer, it i& neceesary to eaphaaiae 

that, vhile industry in the Babington «&?«%& 1# not considered, objectionable, 

weee of in&Lvidu&l flme being at odd* eith the eceemnity are not too 

uncommon.

The eiti&aae of aatwpelita^ IWhington ahow the adnire# 

tien and reapeot for the %onder& and benefits croatad by American induatry 

an do thee* in other parte of the <M%#&cy« %Lth the deep algnificmce 

that In&uArlali^ has ng the chief factor of the rapid greets of thia 

cowtry, it ie not anrprlaint; that it le not lodcod open with euapieion 

but lo often »81ewd to beewe a reapacted member of the gKemmmity. 

Dwreforc, it die to be expected that the heads of government, buaineaa 

and civic life %Ü1 admit a friendly feeling tovarda iadnntry as an entity. 

Thia baalo attitude towards industry in Babington is a ve%y aignlfleBnt 

MW,

The local population 1# not hostile but can be arouood to ahov 

roBeatawnt when drcuna^aBcea prev%ll that may IMlnate that some of the 

bwaflts of on**o bone life may be jeopardized by same industrial opera.» 

tion, The W*blWkt% of the K&ehingtcn area are predominantly o%wrs 

of private ra&ideneee» Enjoying above average incomeg, they are careful 

in selecting neighborhood# to live in that exanplliy the opposite of uh&t 

pgwNHA la a dcentow bewdawe diatriet; freedom from nolee, dirt, traffic 

and odora, &KVlng invented large eane in hie image, the average citlse* 1#



always *2 wy aw «üUsmaawk that may ba la&rodeoad lato hl#

aelghborhood tor it edkg&db dk*pidLvi& Ma of wæe of tho#e iWbwdS he 

fMdlah&B moat* It la tho jattmaRldHA of iathictTy in oat&blia&ad neighbor- 

twoodka that craa%*& iBUwdi of the M^a»aa the tao* 1% 1» th* pr!4#

of Mae o^awrBhlp tmd a desire to tMtjtgp pleasant Mae ^rraunAtogg that 

make odJkiswHWB «wactMaradpa &%M&Mdwcy if it will iHyttül# 1» wo naighbMaKwA 

other them their otm. This lo a real sondblaa* in oowmity rolzitleaahipe 

Wt one that oa* be itolanad by » «tiling CKKsp@%»/ài4H& of all oanoenwd 

rather than swplciw sa# rewiaiBation.

à@imaB&8 ooijp&QRi* 1* in tho c%#a of tW wrvay of i^Wtzy, 

th* c#d3W**%5 of wwmliy prWlm& w% attitude# m* wW tm a rtglwl 

Mala# (Ww*w#d&%g of^lclalo, civlo axai 'Walw# ,3#NWrn appra^hW 

in th* SlatrlGt of Cei#abi& Kontgoamy* PxdüM# George* &a& Aningtaa 

Cwtloa *W In t)w dty of jOb&awH#2xdU&* the aweomic *M wlal gNWksaq) 

of the gwmtzütpQÜUlts# varies from 0R» loe&lity w another* Th&ro# 

fore* it 1# ea^Mgt^ that the attitudes W oplx%L<me that are axpreeaaA 

*@n*Mmiag the JK»@%d>ieKL axai e^aeisititBi of iadhiBtry may vary with th* 

wwlty* 

One bWlow <&viaiw of aoatiiMmt wld dkqpwwà open *h#th*r 

iadbatry in the wtral oity or tho WWrb# mas- involved* 3BbM&*e two 

*WeWb* of th* aM*tz%g%31jU*Bh arsa ar* «sdbjtMdb bo diffor«mt eeoaoRlo 

pMMkwoe» "The otty of ab&okdü&gjMXh la Wly d^e&opM and 1# tawt to 

a Wgo plwht oj^rwtW by the fWoral govoxweab %hieh la box exempt# 

The WWrWn area» ors faot ipfoaiog and may acrwo of ua&wolopW

laW#
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The heavy ZaiZlsta of ne» îMypul&tlon into the emriroB-

mmto of %&wdhaxqgtKMA M# (Nr&adbed # ZSL&twCL eriala in a#gh of tha

EM @dho<%L EMÜA14H3 ara ovaytaxad W a peiat «&%&?% aMoal (Boat* aM th* 

ire&ptLrssMWta for no# eohool owatruotloB aoecwnt for jflfSgr to aijcqy per». 

#m& ef th* tRB&g^pbs of tM <*ü&3aFi*%; awwm&tlM* 9udg.0t& currently balmg 

md* for fiaeal yaer 3195N& aaqMmdltWBa #Mv Ma%ply ij&eriw&aswa eoata &M 

nt the tin# MUNty oouncilx am pCLodkgigys to %Kr#MNB vigoroualy for 

economy# In Prince (&e«Hrg«# Cou#y, the tmdgoc a# preeooted ta» the county 

ooMAMUmom *%%&%.<& require &a a*&cs%3&gH% la th# Mx rat* of Iron forty-»flve 

to aia&y owba abovo the pmaaot rate of 851*9*3 pop A&C of mmlMtioa. 

If thia aura done, it la the opinion of the eaoB&aalonorB that xtany people 
%ouM leave th* county.^

the in&bility of the ;&&a&KLgw0ba@k mAwWt ar#i to gNMpviua# thoae 

aemtOM imhieh are Mmntlal to Ito axpaMod population la doo M th# 

narrow tax Mm fp@a %hl@k revoRUQ m*#t bo obWwxk Xk owy looalitloo, 

mWkl trod# and iNaedUoessa actlvltia» are wpar»e$ aH&co the control .city 

mpplloB «aoadï of the ^ante* Therefore, tho SaoauB mwt Mxr

M# brwt of Mo Mwy and atoadUy MmpeaaMg tax MrdM* %M looel 

gBweqxMRta am facad. #ith tha dllMM of olthor placing a dlopropomionat* 

Mx MM on whatever bualnMa and IndMMy it my Mvo and thm dlaomwngo 

th# fhrthor oxpoMlM of very dwlrahlo acbiwltloB seith high Mx poten

tial#, or @&%8# tha (bapreolBtion of property and the attendant 

«xodm of Me iaMblW&t## 7M IMbtUty of th# MdiviMml fmUy to 

iBCMKtrjJMR&aa WfloMnt Mxo# to pay for it# oMrnl m#t« M lllmtmMi by

%'"''^TBBKZeMC%SZy 21, 1^53, ;>.13
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the of XwtgQRsry County# It eetlaated that each abdWDjr ha& tvo 

aehohl ago chilaria. It iNg%%&r@B $187 per areair to edsmito one ehild* 

or a school cost of $J%4 for each family in tha county. Blues each 

family pga only $190 in taaae each year, the county nu@t receive $1&4 

for each family from 0*h#r oowwn to avoid » dvdSLcdJb*

Thio «dLtewktjüxa haa wvoMÏ the outlying ««reaia to turn their 

attention to industry a# % means of jjqpfxyviiqg their fiscal position* 

Th# concentrated oapit&l iwpeataant* represented by industrial plants end 

the oration of large wmt&tiw of mmlth and incmmes by th* aeomAiow 

turing ;%%»(%»*&* Wees these enterprises extrewly attractive for ;%»?#(%&** 

of taxation*

fro* industry. The tax structure wployed W the city of 

Alexandria iHustn tea the sooner by ^hich the local co«Rnmitle& can raise 

revenue from industry. A real estate tax is levied uhleh is based ce 

jBUMqr jpaaxwedi of the îigwis «&o«db to cunstruct & similar plant.

ing concerns are charged a capital tax which is computed as gevwty-five 

cents on each one hundred dollars of value reprcBented by the inventory 

and the differenom betwm the eooewto receivable and the acemink# pay*, 

able* The capital tax is determined as of the first of January# 

In addition to the above taxes, lleaawiriA collecta a plant eqclpeent tax 

of three* dollars for a&oh one hundred dollar valua of the depreciated 

equipment.

The rolatlTe morita of industry, bw&neus and real estate as 

revenue producer# are indicated by the fcllnofng random examples from the 

films of the Gommiaüicner of Revenue of the city of Ala&wadr^
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(a)

Casa 11 A (Way which ocoupic» a total of cquare feet 

of l&Ai p&l# to the city a tax boulin# $3%6$1 in 

on jraawr, Thia yields armnamM» at the rate of 9,1 cents 

per equaye jBotdb of land per year*

Cate 2* bottling plant occcpiee 28,100 square feat and paid 

ta&ea totaling #3,508, Revenue Is at the rate of 

12,5 cents per aquare foot of land per year,

C&%@ 3* JI pHyatH? püLardb with 1,742,400 aquare j&et/t of land 

iax%MA emtrlW^ & total @f $288,CCC In t&xea, 

$hl& 1# aft th* rate of 16*5 cent# per a&gWFe foot 

per year.

(b) guctno^a

A large variety chain store gproa&isyg td&N%e nlllica 

dc&lara per year in sales is located on 15,380 

square feet of land and %#«KhMw%& iP7,4k39 1* tax 

revenue to the city, This is at tha inatas of 48*4 

coat# per cquare foot per year*

(c) Real Estate:

&&#* 1* A large Apartaent house project oovere 157 aereg and 

houaos 1,500 families, This project contribuied 

$143,000 in real estate tax and the tenants paid about 

in personal pmpærty taxes, or a total of 
ël^tOO# This repreee^ 4* riMT#*»# rate of 2,2 

cents per square foot por year.
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Qaae 2$ JI bowe valued at $15,800 g@#up&## 7,200

,ge%dk and jf&yg* $360 In real <%&&&&$ end paracml property 

S&xawB, Thl& la at the anata» of 2** cants per 

foot pgr

The aWr# axanploB HluBtmtQ the definite superiority as 41 

wurc# of rmwm&e of land used for ladMtrl&l ywpoaw aa ecmpared to 

its w@ for duelling&» fhi& coop^riaon la ai^ific&nt^ since the largest 

&%wrtjKNR of the are# la o*pl@y*<i for moMantlal purpoaaa and the tax 

revenue obtained fro# it is greater than from all other oouroo## The 

aœaeplea eho# the distinct i&cv%K%t&%pe to the city of the large eoneerelal 

fire over industrial It should be noted that

the eeanpla dtedln the buainoee category ie not re^Maatatlve of the 

meHer, lower eales volwo retail outlets which are coonon in eehnrban 

areas»

1 <KNBg%#%L*K8B of tlw tan iwtentlal of the various elnooee of 

land uwTS #u#t aleo consider the sarvic»^ that each aeaands free the 

local g ovenwant* The lo« return Tron dwelling units J&NhjRf%NNjU%y tamed 

into a deficit the coat of poMmlUajjyg achoda, police and fir# pro* 

ttMTSduosh, garbw&o collection, etc* for the inhabitant* le conaid red» 

The larger and ixreu&pMMsaNwe retail buainee^ee are leckted la degmtoam 

areas «here kwaasqf pedestrian and vehiculur conemtr&tlona &ake heavy 

deawwde on public services*

The rirvenne of ^all ostabliokwntg is well reoognieed* 

Bmldyalltlw atrive to create wlrwehtG that will idbt3%a4i> then, 

B@&wer, retail trade in Jbactkl in nature Liai it# naAet area in severely 

United by heavy competition from sw%lg&KbcA%&Aqt sM&ddboaw;* %th WRcdbaa 
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retail est&bliahaeBta priE&rily to tMandLa# & loan neighborhood,

moot coowmiti^» ooom r^^ch the aatwation point of such f&ci 11 tiw and 

oaanet Mq%mrt others tnile&& the local area inore&aea in population or 

its inhabitant# <di%ng« their buying habits The virtually unlimited 

area that incwtzy can supply affectively rdeovee it from depending upon 

a strictly local purqh&ging ja&wtH?* Thoreforo, mumf&cturlBg firms with 

potential national markets can be accomoMted in a conmnlty as long an 

the fetors of production are Available locally^

attltwWt. The wyey of oommu^ty attitudes toward» 

local igduetrlaliaiabion has discloeed the following opinions* Most of 

these e^preeslene are founded on the type of reasoning given above*

U) H«sMe
(a) The County Manager disclosed that the

individual citisea ia fearful of Mavy induetrlalination because of the 

civic problème, levered stand&rde of living, and the creation of 

etaadmrd naighborhooda that may folio» in its Wee» Memy have moved 

free the city to Montgomery County to eseape fAm these problems and 

are apprebeuoive that these may occur in their no^ commanlty. the eon- 

fusion in certain localities of the county due to their sudden pheno»* 

enal growth nay permit unda&lrable types of industry to gain a foothold 

there. Boeever, the iBpr&ssiw that most inhabitants are reluctant to 

w&come industry to the county nay ba due to ^ke pregweder&nce of co»* 

plaints that the office of the County Kammer is normally eubjected to# 

Therefore, this tapraaslon asy not be entirely correct# As a result of 

the belief that the citizens fear tha encroaching of industry, the 

gcvam&cnt of Montgcaery County CManot Ulis time assume a very
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wtaueiaatlo attitude tmmrda IMuetri&l progreae* Up to rar

this problem h» ten Aeglaoted ete official attitude ewaet be raw 

forthright until Mudy tee tedicstte the desirability of More industrie 

«llsation» Buck a gtudy is getting under «y in the form of an ecoxao&le 

base of Montgrarry and Fringe Georges Countiea.

latestry wet be oarefully soeoaned end e*mtrolled to Rvoid 

ereeting untesirtele living ccnditioua, the gwsnmm believes that 

eoiantiflo laboiwtorle# ted telte ooliar industries uugplqylng & hi^b 

teHber of pmfe#810BAl peræmiel can be a decided nasat to the raranity* 

The county could use a master of this type of industry branae of the 

large tax revwue ttey ote contribute. Rowver^ induetrteliwtion,tean 

judged deeirable* nuBt be preceded by an etetet local cæp&igh directed 

at the #lti%eB8# At prneuQt the county latee an effective toning ordi* 

raws» The one industrial tetogwy in the aoning regulation» is insuffle* 

lent for proper segregation end the late of definition of teat la con# 

sidered dosir&blo and teat Activity io not acceptable can give entry to 

the %rong e^tabUshewt. Gwtrol can be emerui&ed by the Kuzylsndm, 

Katlwal Capital Pate ted Planning Cra&lasicu fhan it reviews the plane 

of the industry that applied for a site tea by teb:^telio tea can request 

the framing of an industrial aroa if the applicant is eenslderte unsatl»* 

factory, The Pate and Planning Ccnaleslon telch, with its ralng control, 

can influence greatly the location of industry,has been the rater of 

pciltitel contention. it is believed that the technical atoff of the 

CraieeioB is a tepubla we, but the appointed (kwieslonerB late certain 

gealiilwbiq&*,
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The Cdunty XkmAger all An%% of acwnae&A

«mMaalass W attirât n#* flrmg, «ino» only tkc ectmoalcally undmwAo^W 

Rama of inaptly wwld rgwyonA to their ap%*wl« (küy a fa* incorporated 

ooBnMRltieB in the cookty (Tglax&Br PaA:, Rockvlllo^ Oaithergburg) have 

the authority to &rent tax otmce^oioBB, uikJ only on awidp&l taxee* 

The wjor cm&tere of population and industry in the county (Silver Spring 

-- nd Bethaada) are under county rulo an^ cannot pruulee reduoed tax**#

(b) The Silver Spring Board of Trade and the Bethesda

Ch&Kber of Ckmeroo furuiahM Inforaatico on the position of bueineeB on 

the problems of induat dali%&tioniN The Silver Spring Board of Trade Ma 

noted a decided change in j%blic opinion* Prior to the euemer of 1932$ 

the eitl&one vera g@na%iiy antegwiatie tovarde nom dndnetry. At that 

line e five-year nMke^gR&eat of much of the ^wopcyty in Womt^NMAy 

Ownty took p&aee. An & roault, ^we of the bmdneee üme had their 

aeeoem&wbo rdaed frw a previouA figure of forty percent to a new high 

of eighty percent of ourrwt'Wkdcet veine* BeeAdentW. proporty wan 

affected in eWlar nennor* Thia fad W« eonvlncod many that nev 

indwtrlaa# more trade and cemmarce nnet be brought into the county to 

bwaadan the tax baa# and to reduce taixea.

BWnoM in Silver Spring le anxious to bring men Wno&ry Ante 

the county* Boeover, it la neoeeaMiy to a^iualnt the public of the bene- 

fita that dll derive from induetrlalie&tien and to Alley Ite fear# that 

property vainer dll be affected aaveredy# It to expected that. thin 

recently formed County ComKeree Aesodation of Kontgenery County dll play 

an important role in determining the need for thio type of activity in the 

community and may epaneor a movement to attract it* Thio aeuodatian*



Mth from ommty business groups, can opar^t*

through the services of its Industrial Planning Group to accomplish 

this» The County Commerce Association will use the data to be obtained 

by the two-county economic base survey. This survey, which will develop 

facts on which to base and develop a sound economy for the region, is 

the key to the action that government and business ulll take on the 

question of further industrial! nation. The results will become available 

towards the end of 1953*

Montgomery County with its limited water supply cannot accowmo- 

date ths type of manufacturing whose procwsee require large amounts of 

it. The business groups favor the "garden" type of industry for the 

area. This is a plant with pleasant amt Briers, landscaped grounds and 

without external indications of the work that is going on within. The 

garden industries that are preferred include pharmaceutical plants, 

scientific instrument companies, and printing establishments# The labor 

problem in Montgomery County is expected to be unusually severe, since 

nearly all the inhabitants are whiter collar minded and look upon Indus* 

trial ^ork with acorn. A new industry must import a nucleus of trained 

workers from outside the area to train the local labor* The ease of a 

nationally known company that wished to locate in the county but had to 

change its plans,beeauae it could not see how several thousands of new 

employees could be located, emphasises the aerioueness of the labor problem.

The inadequacy of industrially aoned land is considered to be 

the moat important problem by the Silver Spring Board of Trade. The 

affect s of the high cost of land could be countered by Inducing cunera 

to grant rent-free land to new firms who would be required to pay a rental
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only on the buildings» Bowver, business does not favor tax concessions* 

It ms indicated that Silver Spring would become a morn attractive loca

tion if ft became a corporate city. This would sever may ties with the 

:#MNMrvatire government and give more freedom to local interests in 

exploiting the assets of the oemmenity*

(c) Civic* The head of a civic group which représenta thirty- 

five dtlsuns* associations in Silver Spring admitted that the local 

inhabitants are convinced that their city would benefit from an expam- 

cion in industrial activities» This sentiment stems from the progreeBive 

nature of the community and its inhabitant*» This is in contrast with 

neighboring Bethesda where, according to business, the people are against 

everything and care little about their Industry*

The position of the citiaens of Bethesda was expreueed in a 

frank manner by the president of a largo and typical local civic ussocim- 

tien» The manbsr# of this group are influentially wealthy, are successful 

in the professions, the military services, government and in diplomacy» 

They occupy a Wge area of fine residences ano have very strong family 

ties. The members of the association are strongly determined to preserve 

their homes and their community. They have never objected to tax in- 

oreKBes and favor them to the altwNgÿtlvc of jeopardising the local 

maaser of good living through the introduction of now activities.

This Bethesda divic association fought tM business inter

ests to a standstill on many occasions. The members* residences are 

does to the business area and they Are always alert for any threat to 

their privacy. This and other groups in the area are formidable opponents 

with their very capable and militant memberships. ^ith this antagonistic
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attitude towards commerdd vwture, it bk sur pH sing to note that the

cesociatlon hdde a tolerant attitude towards IMuatqr* It does not 

eaqpaiga for nob industry but it la not d%iviBg it to the wall# It feels 

that au Mecuata ewtrol can be exaroised over it with the present 

aoaing r^üationa, however, some otmoero bs expressed over the possi

bility of a desirable owp&ry being absorbed by an undesirable form of 

activity oad leaving no recourse to the community. The membership of 

the go elution recognize th# unsavory nature of the present industrial

area in Bethesda and dosirea to dean it up by ieprovin# it. The result

ing higher lend voluns -would drive out sone of the Industries and force 

those remaining to improve their properties#

(Q Prince Georges County.

(a) Government $ M interview with the Chad roan of the Board 

of County CemmiaoioRere dadoed that i%ukwt%y is coaddered a necessity 

in Prince Geodes County and that the Gcmniselonere will eoon take a fix* 

@t**d in its favor. This action may alienate some of their constituents, 

but the problem of introducing new manufacturing firme le important enough 

for the GommiBsionHrs to accept thia risk. Prince Georges County undoubtedly 

has the most critical need for additional revenue and a more equitable 

distribution of th# tax burden of ary metropolitan community. The county 

has little eannerce and industry so that the home owner must hear moot of 

the tar load. In addition, it has a l»rge population of families whose 

income is leas than $5,CCG par y sur# Daring ths last five years, taxes 

have increased over sixty perco^ anti the o?mi. rs of low coat hones may be 

faced dth foredesure if they increase much more#
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The immediate contribution of th® County Cc«iaMon©r^ to industry 

is to advocate better industrial aonlng and to provide good access ro^ds 

to plant sites which are suitable for heavy trucking. Special inducements 

to nee industry am, f*3 a general rule, not favored but may be consider ad 

in MM exceptional cues. The county government tends to favor industry 

in jetions of sonl% <md will then act in opttosition to the reeccatenda- 

tioRK of the ^ryland4lational Capital Part and Planning Oounlssion, The 

CouBisGianer# wish to encourage the cleaner types of industry, but they 

do not object to heavy industry or large plants if properly located. The 

possibility of lowering the standard of living of the community by admit

ting industrial *orkwrs causes only mild ommem, since the predominantly 

white collar population will be able to aseiatl&t* the labor eleuent.

The Chairma&k of the Board believes that due to the close rela

tionship between business and industry, the county*@ businesB organisations 

should spearhead a promotional campaign for new industry with the aid of 

the county government. Hoover, thio does not appear a wise choice, since 

the business groups in thia county do not appear to be sufficiently 

aggressive to Resume such leadership. The Chairman is certain that the 

economic base survey will emphasise the need for additional industrial 

growth but :aars the ourwy may not attain enough of its objectives» 

Future industrial growth my continua to be slow but it i% expected to 

go f&# if a promotional drive is initiated,

(b) Civic 1 The head oi the prince Georges County Civic Federa

tion provided an insight into the attitude of the citizen towards the 

industrial problem. Be end the Federation that he représente are unani

mously in favor of additional industry for the county. Bet only must
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additional funds for school expenditures be raised# but local real estate 

taxes anot not be raiaod further and preferably should be daoraaoad. 

Further indu^kriali&btian la the only solution to thie problem, This 

fact should be impressed on all so that a concerted effort can be made 

to attract induatry by advertising the county* a locational advantages, 

Special inducements dhould be employed if they are considered necessary, 

The only obstacle to a successful drive is ths apathy and obstructive 

nature of a mull group of people,

(3) Qf

(a) OovsMwentt The City Kan&ger an^ the Director of 

Planning furnished information on the officiel position# It e&@ noted 

that the City Manager assumed a viewpoint based on the aconomlo problems 

of the city and the need to raise additional revenue without creating 

swore dislocations# a result;# the potentialities of Industrialisatian 

make it appear a dusiruble means for bolaterisf; the financial position of 

the city. The city council is generally sympathetic towards the question 

of industrial growth, but it is not expected that it will take decisive 

action to promote additional manuf&cturlnk establishments for the city* 

The council has never granted special iodnoementB rod prcAably never will. 

The city *411 consider all type^ of manufacturing if they are properly 

located.» It was pointed out that a tract of land xwdy soaed industrial» 

containing about 6CC vacant acres, will remain Mkb, since the city has 

no plane to promote its use,

(b% BuaiBwe* The Alexandria Chamber of Commerce finds that 

there is a real need to invite new industries to locate in ths city, 

Wght industries euch a» tod end instrument manufacture, electronic
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equipment and needle %ork are preferred. The local labor abortage could 

be eaued through the use of housewives, The Chamber of Commerce has 

organised an Industrial Cosmlttee which plans to use the only direct 

approach mentioned by any of th® cowmitiesA The Committee ejecta 

to use a pawnpedkoaGL revolvi% f\md, originally obtained from investor#, 

to construct industrial buildings. These structures are to be empty 

sheila and #111 be finished to suit the tenant. The rent paid by the 

tenant alll be used to build additional buildings. This revolving fund 

plan for industrial construction be& bean used successfully by a number 

of cities, The (dhaadbeir of Commerce does not advocate the use of special 

induca&entB,

(4) Arlinf&on County.

(a) Government : The County Ikiwqg&r indicated that the 

county needs more revenue and additional sources of revenue, gluco 

industry brings in more tax revenue than is used in providing it with 

earvieea, the county wishes to attract more manufacturing establishments 

bone people object to industry, but their fear is primarily about heavy
4industry. The county government in general objects to fUmisii% special 

inducements for loc^ion#! purposes. It Ma no plan# to undertake a 

promotional campaign, since it believes that the Chamber of Commerce 

should assume the initiative.

(b) Buatueass The Arlington County Chamber of Commerce 

pointed out that the county had a net tax revenue of cue and one*»quarter 

nlllloo dollars from peymwite made by business firme, while it lost 

twwty-aix dollars per individual after the cost of ^uhlie servioos 

that -%we rendered wia considered. The Chamber of Commerce wlehee to
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«e known the banafita of the county, Eowovor, it mist first obtain 

funda from the County Board, ^gain, the light industries are preferred. 

It is believad that the current County Board composed of several business 

people /ill be wor# sympathetic than the old one which enforced coming 

and building codes in a stringent manner.

(c) Civic* The president of the Arlington County Civic Feders,- 

tin# eRfdmtically stated that the nsnherwhip is not against industry in 

the county. The federation advocates the was of land coned industrial 

for uwe by industry of the garden or laboratory type where noise^ smoke 

and MBoll are not produced. Bone friction moults whan it ap^ara that 

applications are wide to rusene residential land into Industrial, ^kam 

there Jie much of the latter that is not being used&a This is a mlacw* 

caption arising from ignersnoe of the fact that much of the available 

indawtrial land is pmhibitiv@ly priced. Another irritant ariaoa Aron 

poor coning tdüedi caueea e ÏMœvgr industry to transport through residential 

streets to reach the highway, %lth considerable aanpysne# to the 

neighborhood.

(5) IBLadkrlJSt of Columbia,

(a) Government* The District of Columbia also faces @ 

serious problem in being unable to obtiiin sufficient revenue to most 

the heavy demand for additional public services. Kowaver, unlike the 

suburbs, the District with its large #40 Billion annual budget cannot 

expect industry to provide but an insignificant contribution. Therefore, 

the city must lock to the federal government for financial relief. The
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situation does not to be a j&at one yhea the citisena are ret^uired 

to a*%pp(HFt aiA#ty~t#@ %we%A of th& cost of operating the oity, dhajbe 

the Tedez%l gowenmeKty »hs qM8#%pi&w forty poroeat of the taxable land 

area* pays <*ùy an aighb percent ohare, 

Becmwe of the need be wlntMin the city es e veritable ahee 

place for the yedenO. eatablia&want» naay restrictive ecaing re&WatloBep 

health and smoke ordinance» have been put into affect and are enforced 

with vigor, gowwer* the Ghniman of the District Ccmoiasioners wished 

to point out Idhadf industry is not dlsorMnated agaiant *hen these 

regulations are enforced* Industry that is now located in the district is 

ealcana to remain and acme na% firms engaged th SJlgpcb nwnfacturlng could 

be acccmmod^tM in the city, The Dieted, feels the lack of the heavy 

revenue contribution that industry &H&k4&a in other cities and the large 

donations that it uakeu to oomimmlty charity ssxvices, However, the city 

cannot plan for additional iwWtrlaJ&nel^ since its land is alneet 

completely (^eloped and it esnuot ajanwKK additional srsas*

(b) ^usjue^s* If called up#&, the members of the %&*bingt@n 

Board of trade would «aodaMr»# a move to aid industrial gQnagin&Ba in the city 

of Washington, Bo%svsr, such a plan. must provide for a wreihl election 

of new industrial firms to that they meet the M# standards 

imposed by local regulations* The problaa of fro* labor is unusually 

severe in Bashington since the city has here unge mrnsrs per family then- 

any othsr eaNnanlty* The Board of Trade #&#*#!? to aid further indue- 

trlaliBation by referring locational inquiries to th* appropriate suburban 

grosgpm* The newly Bebropolit&u Area Council, ehidh Jie composed of
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representatives from each, Chamber of Commerce in the metropolitan area, 

can fK&Gadk & B&xang unified influence on industrial problems#

The old concept of the role of industry in metropolitan 

nhingtoa pœs evident ty the attitude «oqprsHBsetl by a number of business 

and ccw&erclul firms, Kotably those is that large and progressive 

local electric poRer cog^mny which will not undertake promotional 

paigns to induce i&Wtsy to locate in the metropolitan arua* It firmly 

believes that such an action wuld be futile, since gwerwant has decreed 

a policy against further industrialisation# This unfortunate belief has 

resulted W4 IhthaiqgiG attitude dilch is in glaring contract with the 

highly successful pronotlanal efforts of meet public utilities in other 

cities*

(c) GcemlBsiun; %e Rational Capital Planning Commis

sion Ms been accused by many of intimidating industry and keeping it easy 

from the city* The director of planning of this federal agency acknowledged 

that the federal government is the stable industry of the District of 

Columbia and there is little need to encourage additional private industry. 

Bo^ovor, the city should Tfclcome service industries required by the local 

population and any others that do not conflict with the basic purpose of 

Mahlagten as the home of the federal government* for example, a printing 

plant, although not a aorvice industry, does not detract from the b&eic 

occupation of the city, %hll& an odor-producing plant located at one of 

the gateways to ^a^hington mould be considered undesirable. That the Rational 

Capital Planning Commission does not follow a policy of suppressing local 

manufketuring is father dmonatrated by the fact that its recently prepared 

camprehenoive plan for the Rational Capital shows that a modest increase of
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dftean in Ronod land will be required to seat needs
37 in 1980/

The availability of land, Figure 5 on page 70 is an indication 

by regional planners of the needs of industry for sites in the msbropol- 

itan area# Kot only is the aeount of land allocated to this ^/urpose only 

a very &maH portion of the total area set aside for other uses, but 

nearly all of it is prei^tly occupied, industrial zoning is a residual 

process whereby industry is assigned those land areas that are wanted by 

no one size, The largest undeveloped tract in metropolitan Washington is 

located in ileawwdria, adjacent to felrfaa County, in a narrow, low-lying 

valley along the railroad# Besides the rail line, a high tension power 

line with a one hundred and twenty-five feet nids right-of-wy runs the 

entire length of th^ valley. Thig industrial tract will be further 

dissected by & proposed high-speed highway* its 600 ac*w contain a 

city dump, marshes and low land that is periodically submerged by rain 

water, Because this land was judged to be antirely unbolted for resi

dences end for business, it zas zoned industrial* As pointed out by 

. 38Walter !• Blucher, Executive M rector of the Amarioau Society of Planning 

Officials, this practice of assigning to industry only those lands which 

are not fit for anything else ie one that was abandoned many years ago 

by progressive communitl^ who are concerned about their finances*

A prominent local city planner believes that the suburban 

goverwemts, planning groups and zoning officials are not sufficiently 

well qualified to act wisely on industrial matters. This is due to

ÿ. 59

38 TrasdS and in Pianni^K. Walter R# Blucher in Public
Nanagsmeat, Journal of the International City hanag^s* Association, 

December 193%*
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their ia&Kperlenee, Bince of their cowunitie^ have only recently 

changed from their previous rural character# The lack of proper plan- 

nlj% resulted in % pronoweed scarcity of land for mnofacturing 

Bitue and has bew ^oewpanled by the evil of exorbitant prtooe# yirm* 

&&GQ& with the need for expanding their plants find it extremely diffi

cult to locate snitablu tracts for ma* sites and Mimt resort to moving 

away from their CMMonitlM» The failure to sell land to industry 

ORanee corners to be reluctant to agree to awe their property for lad**» 

trial ww and makes reultore wuülimg to attempt to attract bgere. 

The unavailability of industriki land ie most sironounoed in 

MemtgOKery County shore heavy residential construction has claimed all 

desirable land. The few mites that raw&in for industrial firms are 

piyiaed 'lb high aeven dollars a square foot. In the district of 

Colnabla^ realtors are quoting about two to three dollars per square 

foot, ^hile in Almmandrla the price of land adjacent to the railroad 

and along (halted gtateo highly Ko, 1 1# from $1#5C to #2«DC par square 

foot. Therefore, improved land alth & convenient access would cost 

from #74,CGC in Alexandria and the District of Columbia to $609,000 

in Montgomery County for a wall plant rwfulring t^o acres, Many firms 

could find their operation» uneccongaiosl stum faced with such large 

land rents.

Land of intermediate quality can be located which will sell 

from fifty to seventy-five cents per square foot. This is land that is 

not too class to the city, may b^ filled or la%-lying so that special 

construction will be required, access roads must be built, and power, 

water and sAWors must frequently be extended to reach the site, large
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«oodlaud tr&cta which ar@ along the out skirt of the awtropolitan araa 

my be for an low as five cents per square foot# & unique situation 

is found in the Washington area due to the large amount of land toned 

industrial that la ewi by the railroad eumpanies. Information oh* 

tained froa @ railroad which o%na such, of the a« Alazandria industrial 

tract disclosed that the price asked for the land will depend largely on 

the nature of the industry that would locate there# The railroad wishes 

to sell only to a company that will ship heavy tonnage over its lines# 

It does not advertise the availability of thio property and the prospects 

are that it may remain idle as it has for many years in the past. The 

reluctance of the railroads to make their large holdings available for 

sites, unless a heavy producer of rail revenue is found, contributes to 

making the land problem a serious one*

The lack of industrial land, coupled with unwise seeing prac* 

ticea, ham...cr sated an aggravated problem in several communities. Without 

choice, many flats have been herded into small and inadequate neighbor

hoods with the ultimate formation of industrial ghettos# One is shown 

by Figure & which is a doubly unfortunate instance, since it runs into 

the main business section of the town and is only a few blocks from the 

finest residences in the area, Since land is at a premium, space 1» 

held at a minimum# The cost of operation is reduced by the ewstruction 

of cheap and temporary facilities* The street»! are totally inadequate 

for passage, parking and loading ao that the sidewalks must be used# 

This creates an eye sore which e&wes indignation among the local citi- 

« and suMequant resentment towards industry*
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Wisawæy iRduatrM. MAghbwhood# are generally created lay a 

lack of vision on the ^,rt of the wwcmlty* As &hown V Figures 2 and 

3 on P%ea 66 and 6V, induMry Is naturally proud to operate in pleasing 

stmeturos ehi^ with modem means of construction, can be built almost 

as ocenonically as the eye acres that the dtiaons abhor* Given the 

proper surroundings and @ measuru of sncouragememt, industrial Umms 

will maintain appsarsn*:# tktt are an assist to any net^borhood, Boeever, 

id- they are forced into squalid ar#&s, it *111 take more than public 

resentment to improve the eurrrnmdlnga#

the t^rnjOK of th# l&Wr force, Vocational education, shich 

trains the student to acquire &uffiaient skills to *ork at a trade, is 

limited primarily to ths public high schools of the District of Columbia 

shore both day and evening courses are offered* Although such industrial 

course» of study es machins shop, sheet metal ##k, drafting, electricity 

and electronic#) printing and welding are offered, the majority of the 

students prepare thas selves for employment in either the service Indus* 

tries or the building trades* The labor unions in the printing and 

const ruction industries sponsor evening training for their apprentices » 

Iha district vocational schools have cooperated with industrial firms in 

the metropolitan area to give special training to groups of employais to 

prepare then for wxk wh^h they were hired to perform. Bo^evar, industry 

makes vamy fem requests of this kind*

A problem of vocational training in this area is how to attract 

a sufficient whbwr of young man to enroll in those omîmes. Wet only 

are excellent opportunities for moplqymeat cutting formal schooling short, 
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but there la alao the tr&ditionAl attitude tow&rda trade education that 

keeps UK%y atudwtB from it* It is comen for many parents to 

mcourege their children to enter the professiona and not to engage*in 

a trade* This is a universal problem but with cooperation from industry 

it can be solved with ezcellent rasults* In Buffalo* industry creates 

interact in both the parents and the children by opening their plante 

for their inspection and presenting appropriate programs in the schools, 

io a result » Buffalo is unique in that it has more pupils enrolled in 

vocational training than in the academic high schools, If approved by 

the Board of Education, the schools could place a greater emphaaie on 

vocational education in their guidance programs for the students and can 

inform the parcntt of the excellent opportunities that exist in the various 

tr&doe*

The financing at indu^tr#! activity* Banks located in Washington 

and in the swdmirbs ^oro invited to dlecuss the reluctance of financial 

institutions to grant industrial loans* A large bank in Babington 

admitted that the experience of local institutions with loams for mwm- 

featuring firms is very limited* due to the infrequency of such requests# 

Therefore, they lack & certain amount of understanding of industrial 

problems# Noct Area banks are conservative and must be so to remain 

solvent* This in in contrast to industrial cities such w New fork where 

large banks have industrial credit departments organised by commodities, 

by type of activity and have experts covering each geographical area* 

Washington banks are engaged primarily in the real estate market and do 

not have much excess capacity for other types of loans# Bovever, a large 

loan can be covered by having more than one institution participate in

making it#
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A amber of the requests from indust xy do not come under the 

heod&Bg of bank loams and therefore cannot be granted* Banka ordinarily 

fumiah fw&da; to carry bueineag over it g sea«wmal demand peaks* Indus

trial loans runnln# three or more ysure are capital l#ma# @lnce they 

basically form an investment in th% business, they fall outside the 

scope of banking OMrublons and should be met by capital produced by 

the firm from within itself or from stockholders# Bvw banka in Indus

trial dtiea are reluctant to .grant capital loans* An » general rule, 

finance firme are silling to land for the purchase of equipment and will 

take a chattel mortgAga on the equipment. A firm involved with govern- 

iwnt contracts can arrange for a Defense or Wbosu in nhich the government 

guarantee a a p<.rt of the icen and receives & portion of the interest 

paid on it* A b&nk must be equipped to grant W^ano beeeuae of the nary 

requiroBents imposed by the govemnant*

The ouburb^n banks that h&tve grown up dth the communié tend 

to be lees conservative than the city institution** Their primary limi

tation is due to their alee* By federal law, the «axima* that can be 

given to any one borrower by a bank equals ten percent of the bank*» 

capital plug surplus. In Montgomery County, ths lending capacity of the 

banks ranges from $10,000 to $340,000 for a single loan* Dany loans are 

denied becawae of the inability of the borrower to invest a sufficient 

mm of his fUndo in his oan venture* This situation would be maed if 

a firm trengacted its bueineea with a neighborhood bank and maintained 

Its credit by additional loans.
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Labar and à reprosontatlvc opinion from labor could

not bo obtained, but the a^roa^ion from the unions in the printing indus

try is probably a good indication of labor*s attitude towards the problems 

of local industry» Labor decidedly liants more plants in this area. The 

unions have organising committees to increase untlcm membership and always 

extend a welcomo to ne* firms coming to this city. They have not been too 

successful in inducing new shops to locate in Washington because of the 

high area mges. However, a recent notable successful attempt in drawing 

a new industry to this area involved the cooperation of local industry and 

the unions* It was decided that the Washington area needed more typo

graphical shops to stop the large flo^ of business going out of the city to 

Baltimore and elsewhere, Therefore* ths unions and the Graphic Arts 

Association* an association of print shop employers* collaborated to bring 

an outside plant to ^ushingtoa* Significantly, they sought the plant in 

a city that had a wage scale higher than the local one» There is every 

indication that the labor unions will cooperate in any move to attract 

new industry to Washington.

Industrial diaperaWt. A national policy for industrial disper

sion waa announced by the President in August 1951 for the purpose of 

assuring greater security to the nation*® industrial plants from an atem^ 

bemb atta^ék through the proper spacing of additions to the productive 

capacity* It provides that new defense-sqpportin# production facilities 

must be located at Least ten miles from highly industrialised or densely 

populated sections or from major military installations* The Federal 

government will not ^rant defence-production asele tance to a n@% defense
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plant it la located la to this policy.^ Thia astance

ia in this form of eortlflcataa of Boceeaity «hieh permit the amorti nation 

of the plant ano itu facllltleg at a factor than normal rata and defense 

loans, 
i

According to the District of Colombia Civil Defense, the poten- 

tlal popolation target %oue fg bounded by the %hite house, the Capitol, 

the Mall ond K îStr^st, %,%. The Pentagon in Virginia is considered a 

potential target due to it* military slgnifinaneo. Figure l on page 62 

aho%s the ten-mile dispersion area, It is seen that future defence 

plants locating in metropolitan %a^kington «mat geek ait^s %hlch are 

away from existing industrial monea, 1 number of local firms would be 

affected by this policy if they intend to relocate their plants.

39 ladGstrial Dl^persidn guidebook for Communities & Domestic Commerce 
Series ho, 31, V* S, Department of Commerce



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND KBCONKENDATIORS

This stu# has identified and concerned itself with a rela

tively obscure segment of the economic life of the nation’s Capital 

City# It is unknown because, to most people, the Capital City is 

comprised of ths vast federal establishment, of the people sho man it 

and business activity that provides for the day-to-day needs of the 

federal employees# The suburbs are places in ahi ch to get away from 

the discomfort of the city and many are therefore going there to live# 

The area produces nothing it needs except those commodities that are 

perishable, such as ice, dairy products and newspapers# Everythin else 

is brought in from many places by rail, truck and air*

Thia ia a gross, but fairly accurate, picture of the economic 

life of this large community* One usually evokes amused surprise then 

inquiries are made about the nature of industry in Washington, because 

it is taken for granted that there is no place for it in the make-up of 

this city* %th nearly everyone working for the government and everyone 

else providing him with services, it appears as though there is no need 

for any other form of economic activity# However, the resourcefulness 

of local enterprise has found a place for industry in the life of 

Washington#

The city attracts many from all parts of the country because it 

gives pleasure to them to see that a beautiful and appropriate environment 

has been created for their government* Therefore, the city must be
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devoid of blemishes that detract from these pleasant surroundings and 

industrial plants cannot locate near the centers of government and 

business and cannot belch sooty smoke. Mth the inhabitants of the 

area carefully guarding the residential nature of their neighborhoods, 

industry cannot locate within sight of them. Therefore, industry finds 

itself relegated to narrow strips of land adjacent to railroad tracks, 

not because it depends upon rail transport but mainly because no one 

else wants to be there,

it is the inobtrusive nature of local industry that leads 

many to believe that there is none in the Washington area and that none 

is needed. By national standards, local manufacturing is small* How

ever, it has a heritage that dates back to the time the city «as founded 

and la sufficiently progressive to respond quickly to changing conditions 

Many of the firms produce items that are retailed to the public by local 

business while others provide service activities with the means to 

operate* Extensive construction in the area has given rise to heavy 

industries supplying these projects* The Federal government, whose 

preference for Washington has imposed severe restrictions on industrial 

growth, is indirectly responsible for the areals largest and foremost 

manufacturing group* The printing and publishing industries thrive 

because Congress and the Executive Department of the Federal government 

attract many national business, trade and civic organizations which »ish 

to inform their memberships by news published locally. In recent years, 

the government has directly caused the introduction of the laboratory
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type of industry into thia area because of the ease of administering 

research projects when the directing agency and the research staff 

maintain close contacts.

Washington and its factors of industrial location. The loca

tion of industry in the Washington area is generally in agreement with 

locational theory. Most firms employ materials or saml-fabrleated goods 

which, because of their weight, form and point of origin, do not con

tribute excessively to the value of that manufactured product. Therefore, 

they can forsake & material orientation and have been attracted to 

Washington to gain the advantages of a better distribution of their 

products* This is the case of firms manufacturing pharmaceuticals, 

instruments, truck bodies, tanks, store fixtures, electronic equipment, 

sheet metal products, concrete pipe and jewelry. Due to extensive local 

deposits of sand, gravel can clay, which materials are heavy and rela

tively expensive to transport as compared to the value of the finished 

product, the metropolitan area has an extensive industry which is located 

at the source of these materials and transports mixed concrete, washed 

gravel and clay bricks*

The soft drink beverage industry illustrates the use of 

ubiquities. Many beverage firms are located locally since the transpor

tation cost of concentrates is auch less than the cost of shipping the 

prepared drink. Therefore, bottling works add the major weight of the 

drink from the local water supply and market it directly from the plant. 

This is also true of the manufacture of inks and certain chemicals.
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Heavy industries are particularly sensitive to transportation 

costs since they pig & sajor role in establishing the source of the raw 

materials, the location of the plant and the extent of the competitive 

market. Extremely bulky and heavy concrete pipe manufacturing in 

Washington is limited to receiving supplies of bulk cement from cartain 

Mils, and competition from other firms located in Baltimore and Richmond 

becomes keener as the local product is transported over longer distances 

from the plant towards these cities. Economies in the cost of cement, 

transportation, and'imanufacture all tend to shift this delicate eompeti* 

tive balance and rearrange the market area for this local product. A 

similar situation exists with the marketing of mixed concrete ^here 

several local firms resort to the erection of temporary depots and mixing 

plants near the center of the job area they supply. This decreases truck 

hauling to a minimum and makes the product more competitive.

The locational effects of the cost of labor are well demonstrated 

by the local industrial situation. The prevailing high cost and the 

inadequate supply of labor in this area are serious deterrents to the 

further industrialisation of metropolitan Washington. It not only die

courages ns# firms from locating here, but it la also driving some local 

films to other area which enjoy a better labor supply. On the other hand, 

a sufficient and a relatively lo%- cost supply of unskilled labor has 

attracted some industries that employ large proportions of this type of 

help to Washington. This is the case of tha fertilizer industry which 

prefers the advantages of this type of labor supply over the long hauls 

to and from their plants.
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The agglomérai va or concent rating tendencies of industry are 

not too well illustrated in the Washington area. Industry in Washington 

is characterized by % predominant number of small companies. In spite 

of the heavy competition that exists within the local area and the 

inability of many firms to compete outside of Washington due to the 

high cost of production, there appears to be little or no tendency to 

create more efficient units by combining a number of small companies. 

Some form of agglomeration exists in the printing and publishing industry 

«here a measure of integrated operation and a resulting economy is pos

sible for the various plants through the use of. com. services such as 

typesetting*

Factors that affect the cost of manufacturing. A comparison of 

the performance of local industry with national averages shows that manu

facturing in the Washington area is a relatively inefficient process. it 

is seen that locally larger labor costs are required for a unit of manu

facturing value produced than the median for the country. Wore non

productive workers are required per productive worker 'by Washington 

industry than by the balance of the country. The predominant local 

marketing of the products manufactured in this area also attests to the 

need of Washington's industry to offset high production costs with 

economies of distribution.

the cost of manufacturing an article is composed of the cost 

of the materials that become a part of the article, the coat of labor 

directly engaged in its manufacture and a host of manufacturing expenses 

which are often referred to aa overhead costs. The overhead cost of
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manufacturing includes as principal items the cost of indirect labor, such 

as supervisory and adalnietrative help; the depreciation of plant and 

equipment, ^hieh reflects their initial cost; the expenditures for power 

and supplies, taxes and insurance, repairs and upkeep, and land rent* 

Since industry attempts to select those locations which offer the great

est opportunities of decreasing its cost of manufacturing, an analysis of 

the factors that contribute to this cost is useful in assessing the 

industrial potentiality of the Washington area.

Many of the expenditures of manufacturing are specific in 

nature, since they depend on many elements, such as the process involved, 

the product produced eno the managerial procedures employed by the indi

vidual firms. This is the case of the cost of materials, depreciation of 

facilities, the cost of power, supplies, insurance and plant maintenance. 

On the other hand, labor costs, taxes and laud rent are general manufac

turing costs since they are determined primarily by regional considera

tions. The specific cost factors are under the control of management and 

their variation is almost unrelated to the location of the industry. 

Therefore, the general cost factors are the pertinent ones that tend to 

establish the drawing power of the region.

The cost of labor. The high cost of Washington labor is one of 

the major hindrances to further industrial progress in this area. This 

is, of course, coupled with the highly competitive nature of the local 

labor market which raises the general mage level to points which are 

higher than those that exist in many cities. The relatively high cost 

of living the high standard of living for the area force wage rates 

above comparable averages. The shortage of trained or adaptable personnel
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for positions in naestfaetavlntE is due to insoffioXost industrial activity 

to justify the «odrtBcs of & reservoir of available man power* In turn* 

this fact deters economic operation and discourages the location of new 

firsts in this urea* There have been several recent instances of desirable 

industries th&t wished to obtain sites in metropolitan ^shin^ton that 

had to abwadon their plans Rhan they were confronted Mth this labor 

problem.

Several uppro&che» are available to improve the serious labor 

shortage that exists in metropolitan HhshingtOKf An obvious way to 

accomplish this is to increase the .labor supply by inducing more persons 

to accept industrial @%piqynent* In thia case, the expanding nature of 

this area's population is more of au aid than a hindrance* To make more 

labor available, it will be aeccasaxy to have young people %bo are pre

paring -themselves for employment consider the advantages that industry has 

to offer them* The greatest drawback to the recruiting of personnel is 

the total Is ak of information in the comaunity ^bout local industrial 

efforts* A prospective employee tends to meek & career in an occupation 

that has appeal and chase future he can Appraise* Aimee he has little or 

no idea about the operations of industry in his community, he will enter 
vviiK 

the employ of firms v&ich which he is familiar*

It is necessary that the commmity be informed about the nature 

of local Iwh&stry if it is to provide additional nan power for its operation* 

This edu^tlcnml campaign should be conducted by the individual firms, 

both singly and in groups* An awakening of the interest of the inhabitants 

in the objectives and problems of productive activity in their city is 

essential if many of the hindrances which impede manufacturing efforts are
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to be renovod. Modern industry has found that it has great public appeal 

and frequently creates a friendly and understanding attitude in its 

neighbors by inciting them to witness and learn about factory operations. 

The industrial education of the eitisens of Washington has been sadly 

neglected and therefor': has great potentiality.

The schools are an excellent medium for reaching both the young 

people that are required for industrial operations and their parents* It 

is expected that most parents do not sish their children to engage in 

manual trades but want them to gain greater social recognition through 

the professions. Nevertheless, Buffalo has shown that the fine career 

opportunities offered by industry can overcome this natural reluctance. 

But it is important to note that it is industry that must take the initia

tive to make its case known and Washington firms have been notably 

involuble in this respect.

Not only must raw recruits be obtained for industrial positions 

but they must be trained to accomplish their job well. This can be done 

in Washington by the employer cooperating aith the public school system. 

The local schools are equipped for training workers but cannot lead a 

trend in preparing students for a particular vocation if the promise of 

employment does not exist. Therefore, industry must provide their occupa

tional requirements to the educators and assist than Kith the establish

ment of training material. Since this has been attempted in only a few 

cases, it is believed that Washington area firms are not aware of this 

opportunity and have failed to avail themselves of a much needed service.

The confining effects of a short labor supply as exists in 

Washington can be rendered less severe in a number of ways. With the 

existing highly competitive labor market, personnel turnover should be
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reduced to a ainiaum. This does not necessarily imply higher wgeg but 

rather pleasant working surroundings end a considerate personnel policy. 

Continued on-the-job training permits employees to improve their position 

within the company without the costly recourse of seeking a position and 

advancement elsewhere. Several area firms reported considerable success 

nith this type of approatdi to the labor problem.

The productivity of labor has a groat influence on the cost of 

manufacturing. The capacity of an employee to produce can be increased 

by either; (a) improving hiss skill so he can turn out a better product in 

a shorter period of time, or (b) eliminating unnecessary waste effort, 

thereby simplifying the task and making a greater output possible. In the 

first case the unit cost of the product ie reduced through the use of a 

well paid, skilled employaB while in the latter case, a low priced employee 

can achieve the sa@G result through ork simplification. It is also 

common practice to resort to greater process mechanisation whenever labor 

costs soeur» Thi# is economically feasible when the savings from the 

displacement of labor exceeds the cost of the machinery. These methods 

of reducing costs due to labor have been used successfully in many cases 

and should be attempted whenever applicable in those industries where the 

lack of labor, unqualified labor and high wage rates create severe 

operational problems.

Industrial firms in Washington find the competition with the 

federal government for employees exceedingly keen. Thi@ is the case of 

office workers where the government is able to offer higher salaries than 

the private concerns. In the mechanical trades, it is claimed that the
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levered standards of quality and production of the local government plants 

have caused capable man in industry to accept employment in government 

and have returned a poorer grade of worker to the area labor market* In 

addition, private industrial firms resent the competition from what they 

consider to be the higher wages paid to skilled help by the government 

activities. This observation appears to be at variance with the basic 

method used by the government in setting its labor rates, it is the 

cardinal principle of the Navy Wage Basra System that the wage rates for 

the mechanical trades are to be set so as to conform with comparable jobs 

in private employment in the immediate vicinity# This system which is 

followed by the Navy as well as other services, makes use of periodic 

area wage surveys. In this manner, Federal pay should follow the pattern 

set by private industry* The feeling of private firms that the government 

sets higher wages than they do can be substantiated only if the wage 

surveys use weighted averages which are not directly applicable. By 

regulation, these surveys cannot consider smge data from job shops, thus 

eliminating most private plants in the area from participating in the 

setting of the average rates# Therefore, data collectors must resort to 

approximating jobs and rely on the railroads, public utilities, bus lines, 

air lines, and some of the larger research and instrument companies of the 

area as their source of information*

The affects of local taxes. All of the outlying communities 

in the metropolitan area have indicated a need for further industrialisa

tion based on the revenue potentialities of this form of economic activity* 

Nevertheless, the survey of local industry has disclosed that taxation 

has reached the critical point in certain localities and is given as the 
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primary cause for the pending relocation of several plants» Since the 

local tax is an important locational factor, this appears to be at vari

ance with the professed interest of governments to draw new firms into 

the area* If attempts are to be made to canvass far away states for new 

industries to bring back, it is shortsighted to give no attention at all 

to the fine industries that have already grown in the home community*

&and and aoning. The rental that mist be paid by a manufacturer 

for his plant site is a general item of manufacturing cost which must be 

reflected by the selling price of the product* High land costs result 

in higher selling prices and decreased ability to compete with a rival 

product* In Washington, the related questions of the availability of 

land for industrial use and its cost are problems of considerable magni

tude for the expansion of mamfacturing*. Prices as high as seven dollars 

per square foot are noted for developed land in certain localities* 

Those exorbitant prices are caused by the inadequate supply of land that 

has been set aside for industry*

Suburban area planners have been impressed by the heavy influx 

of æa residents into their ccwmanities and the slow growth of industry. 

Therefore, the zoning process has set aside most of the land area for 

residential use and very little for industry* Furthermore, in nearly 

all cases, the allocation to industry has been whatever was left over 

after the needs of the residential group and of business had been taken 

care of « The resulting poor quality and high price of most industrially 

zoned land has caused firms to request rezoning actions with subsequent 

misunderstanding on the part of residents who cannot appreciate why new
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IMu&trial land is required when the old is not used* This land is insuf

ficient because of the reluctance of most owners to have it soned for 

industrial use since it would not be sold as quickly as if it sere inr- 

tended for other purposes* This unsatisfactory condition is made worse 

by th® attitude of many realtors in the area. Because of the little 

interest shown to purchase this land, real estate operators have become 

convinced that this region will not support industrialisation and there

fore their valuable promotional efforts are not being made available.

The real estave situation is also conditioned by the fact that 

industrial zoning invariably follows the rail lines and much of the 

available land is owed by the railroads* Inquiry has disclosed that the 

railroads generally insist that the buyer be capable of originating large. 

quantities of rail traffic for their lines before a sale is made* This 

position is an unfortunate one since Washington*s industry is composed 

of many small planta whose small volume of freight is usually trucked* 

On the other hand, a shipper of bulk commodities may be in an enviable 

position since the railroads will make their land available to him at a 

cost biased, on the expected also of his shipments*

In most localities, zoning has been a very restrictive instru

ment. With the exception of one community, the zoning regulations are 

negative in character in that they prohibit industrial activity by class 

rather than by considering each case on its own merits* Although the 

nuisance value of a stockyard cannot be questioned, modern equipment, 

processes and construction methods can make a once objectionable glue 

factory as inoffensive and acceptable as a laboratory project* Kagy 

activities are banned by zoning regulations because of the belief which 
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was eace widespread that they would always contaminate a neighborhood». 

Progressive zoning as alloyed in other sections of the country recognise# 

the advances made in industrial practice and bases its classification of 

activities on fnnctional factors, this method evaluates each fire by 

determining the amount of noise, dust, smoke and smell that its processes 

will await. Area planners in Washington are aware of this trend but believe 

that government bodies will have to continue to exercise good judgment 

wham rwvisi^ng individual zoning applications, since it will be many 

years before the performance rating system gains local acceptance.

The failure of seeing to provide sufficient land for industrial 

purposes has caused magy concerns to ero%d into small areas. The result

ing high demand for sites has created high land values and rentals so that 

construction has been inferior and land has been used very sparingly. 

Inadequate parking and storage facilitiez have made those industrial arena 

uneconomical to operate and impossible to expand. They have become blighted 

areas and have been held up by the dtlsens as examples of the degenerative 

effects of industrialisation on the c<awnmity. This is an unfortunate 

attitude and is the one that has colored much of the relatione between 

industry and the inhabitants of the area. Wnderst ending of the basic 

causes %nd cooperative effort by industry, government and the citizens can 

produce a more harmonious and a more mutually profitable situation.

The moveswat towards ind&strlali# The post-war movement 

of large populations to the suburbs has created an intense problem for the 

governments of the outlying areas. The phenomenal and rapid growth of the 

Washington suburbs has severely dislocated public services# In turn, the
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urgent need for new schools, larger police forces and more public works 

requires the raising of additional revenue at an unprecedented rate* 

With the suburbs being predominantly residential in nature, the tax load 

has fallen heavily on all and meh clamor has been made to find new 

sources of local revenue. This situation has been gathering ncmantum 

only during the past few years and its magnitude is only now becoming 

apparent. Government was first to notice the serious shortage of public 

services and the need to finance remedial measures. Business soon became 

aware and attempted to ease the problem by greeting greater wealth in the 

Ccmmmnltlea through the introduction of new business and commercial enter- 

prisas. Faced with further in thy tax rate and continued dis

content from tha citizens and business, the muniaipalitisA of suburban 

Washington are investigating with considerable interest the revenue 

potentialities of industry.

All of the governments in the Washington metropolitan area, 

including the District of Columbia, now favor increased industrialisation 

of their communities* The eathualasm for this action varies with the 

locality and depends upon the need for increased revenue, the -effectiveness 

of industry1 g contributions in relieving the problem and the political 

situation existing in the community. A county government operating under 

a ted to fifteen million dollar budget can readily relieve much of its 

concerns over fiscal matters if sone of its unoccupied land area is made 

available to carefully screened industrial firms having a high tax poten

tiality. On the other hand, the District government with its animal 

budget of about #40 million would require an enormous amount of indus

trial development to appreciably affect its fiscal situation. Therefore, 
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mill not play an aggyewlve role in promoting new industry. On 

the other hand, Prince Georges County, with perhaps the most serious 

financial problem has the greatest incentive to attract new firms to . 

the county. Of all the solemnities that were investigated,. Prince 

Georges County is the only one that has leaders in goYommaat and among 

its oltigms that are convinced that industrial growth is & prime 

necessity and have dmMNxbtrated this conviction by assuming an under

standing attitude towards industrial problems. A campaign to aid 

industry in locating in this area can be expected to be waged sooner 

and with more vigor than elsewhere.

Because of the economic character of its inhabitants, Wntgmery 

County #111 resist industrialisation the most* host of tho discontent 

in industry is found in this county, especially in Bethesda. Buch post

war industrial development took place in th* county. however, this has 

been stopped and a trend la being established in which firms are re

locating elsewhere* Returns from industry show that unrest over local 

taxes is such more prevalent in Montgomery County than elsewhere, the 

attitude of the inhabitants is still not sufficiently wholesome to assure 

fhll success to a campaign to invite new industry to the county* Bo 

group of citizens is outspokenly against industrialiratlw, but their 

requirement* will be difficult to meet by prospective firms. Silver Spring, 

with its progressive attitude of venting to grow and become self-sufficient 

has sufficiently good leadership among its business population to go a 

long way in achieving a measure of industrialisation# Bhla would be aided 
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if th* coxmaunity became em incorporated city and thereby became more 

iBdepaBfkmt in deciding its future. the county govemacnt^ while f^vor^ 

la^ inductri&li&atiOËi, must assume a conBervative attitude heeoiee of a 

lade of cœqAettp wi^y among its citizens cm this question. It elates 

to edwKi.te the inhabitants of the county on the benefits to be derived 

from indastzy as a precedent to ary action by the government to invite 

new films. The county %&11 vait for the economic base survey to be 

coa^letao before taking a firm stand on industry.

From the standpoint of natural attributes* the city of Al^andria 

Ms the greatest industrial potentiality. It is emnellcntly located for 

the economical and fast transport of both bulk and small comaoditie&# 

It is a rail center; it has a large international airport a chart distance 

from its dowtovn section; it has river docking facilities for ocean 

going veaeel* and Ms a good through htggkwy* ?he city has acquired 

recently the best industrial tract in the metropolitan area and can be 

opened to large Mele industrial development with ease. the city cnee had 

a thriving industry and now has one that is appreciable in sise. The 

industrial atmosphere of the city is Mmplwenbed by a large munber of 

resident r&üro^ families who %ould not bo averse to engaging in naw- 

faoturing employment in ccmtr&et to the reluctance of those MmmunitisB 

with a predominant white collar population, lleamnârl&» being a city* 

has the further advantage of greater unity of purpose among its inhabit 

tanta so that a program of industrialisation should not most with too 

many diverse reactions. The organised business community of Alexandria. 

Is the only one in the metropolitan region that is actively engaged in
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have an active plan to build structures to house wanufücturin& firms, 

an action that should appeal very strongly to industry* The city govern- 

ment» %hlle favoring industrialization, currently suffers from a lack of 

unity among it% conservative and acre progressive elements so that strong 

action to exploit the art#* s natural arivantages way not be forthcoming 

in the immediate future#

Arlington County is also faced with a serious fiscal problem 

and all groups favor some industrial expansion. Ko^ever, due to very 

limited land facilities and the prevailing interest in the promotion of 

additional retail trade areas, it is not expected that meh promotion 

sill be undertaken by the county to attract industry* Due to its 

accessibility to the dmmtosn area of Washington, it is expected that 

a number of small service industries #111 find the county a suitable 

site. Neighboring Fairfax County has little industrial activity now 

but nay benefit considerably from the desire to locate activity on large 

tracts of land awsy from disturbing neighborhood influences. It offers 

an arati which is mostly outside the critical industrial dispersion zone 

and should attract defense oriented plants#

The task of indust rialisation * It is evident that there is 

need for additional industrial activity in metropolitan Washington. 

Only a few years ago the suggestion trouid have been met ulth endorment, 

but today it is a cold reality. Organized groups look upon industrlali,- 

mation with favor but many individuals are not asare of the role that it 

is expected to play in the community. It is evident from thia study that 

industry Mil not expand if environmental conditions are not improved.
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tries but in making the region suitable to receive them*

The metropolitan area is not presently organized to undertake 

the many tasks involved in the pending industrialization * Government 

and business are expected to assume most of the responsibility for accom

plishing the objectives of such a progress with the aid of an occasional 

spirited group °* citizens. All of the communities desire to attain the 

sme goal and face the same problems, but there is no indication of 

joining forces to make the accomplishment of the job easier and more 

complete» Therefore, it gould be highly desirable if the newly formed 

Metropolitan Area Council, with its represent tion from all Chambers of 

Commerce in the area, took ths lead by preparing an appropriate program 

ante by coordinating the efforts of the individual communities* lacking 

unified direction, the respective campaigns nay cause confusion, reseat

malt and a considerable amount of duplicated effort*

To succeed in drawing additional industry to Washington, it is 

necessary that those engaged in directing the project understand fully 

the nature of industry am its locational problems, in 1929, an extensive 

survey was conducted to determine the reasons for the choice of location 

of different manufacturing groups* The survey covered more than ten 

thousand plants and the results are summarized below with the reasons 
shown in their order of importance*^

Grou%

1* Markets 1* Markets

2* Materials 2* Labar

3* Transportation 3. Transportation

40 Gerard W* Holmes, Plant Location (McGraw-Hill, 1930)
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£^^^9 cgg&L
4* Labor 

5» Living conditiona

6» Available factory buildings

7. Povor

8. Boar related industries

Leather Group

1* Labor 

2* Available factory building

3. Mai^ets

4» Materials

5» Boar related industries

6, Transportation

7, Living conditions

8* financial aid

Maohinw Group

1, Markets

2» Labor

3» Transportation

4* Available factory buildings

5« Financial aid

6« Materials

7» Living conditions

8* Power

Lumber Group* Cent»

4» Materials

5» Available factory buildings

6« Living conditions

7* Power

8* Near related industries

Textile Group

1* Labor

2. Markets

3» Available factory buildings

4» Transportation

5» Power

6. Materials

7* Living conditions

8, Financial aid

Chemical Group

1. Markets

2. Transportation

3* Labor

4» Materials

5» Available factory buildings

6» Living conditions

7, Power

8. Ne r related industry
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It is sew from the above list of locational factors that each 

industrial group is motivated W a different set of desires* Therefore, 

it is necessary for the communities to make a careful study of the extent 

and nature of industrialisation that they require. Sosie of the outmoded 

concepts about industry that are prevalent in this area should be care

fully reviewed to prevent them from becoming perpetuated in the new 

regime* Then the type of industrial firm that can be accommodated should 

be determined based on the needs of the community and its ability to 

furnish the industry the necessary economic environment. Mo tit communities 

in the area have expressed a desire for the laboratory type of activity 

because of its pleasant atmosphere and the high caliber of its employees. 

However, it might prove that a more concentrated form of industry such 

as an automobile assembly plant, a food preparation plant or a television 

factory may be more effective in solving the area problems» The Washington 

metropolitan area with its large population can attract many regional 

distributing plants whose products must now be shipped to the city over 

long distances* Furthermore, with some improvements in the local land 

and labor problems, this area can support a large number of manufacturing 

plants that furnish & national market* When the desirable type of industry 

has been identified, it will be possible to study it in detail to ascertain 

the relative importance of the factors that determine its location and 

select a site in the metropolitan area that will approximate its needs# 

With a knowledge of the requirements of industry and the advantages of a 

Washington location, it will be possible to determine ahich individual firm 

is susceptible to relocation.
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Industry has been neglected so long in Washington that there is 

a universal belief that it is not wanted and will not thrive here* If a 

promotional campaign is to succeed, it is necessary to dispel this belief. 

Mot only must this information be spread through all industrial channels 

but a great deal of convincing must be done in local circles since # ae in 

the p^st, much of the response to the appeal for new industrial firms will 

cone from local residents* The campaign should make strong use of local 

industry since it has the best understanding of environmental condition® 

and will gain considerably from the new industrialisation. Although not 

in high favor, special inducements should be considered whenever the 

community is expected to gain appreciably from a new industry which 

would otherwise be hampered severely if it located there due to local 

conditions. The construction of industrial buildings by the community 

to sell or lease to industry would simplify considerably the problems 

of & firm that is seeking a new site and would act as a strong inducement 

to attract it.

Much can be learned from other localities about successful 

methods for assuring the continued development of local industry. 

Business can go far in relieving the problem of many of the smaller firms 

who encounter difficulty with local banks when arranging for credit. A 

revolving fund initiated and supervised by business with or without the 

aid of industry will permit the easy expansion of industrial activity. 

The active search by organised business and industry for new and prom

ising products to be manufactured locally creates a very beneficial 

effect in the industrial community. Organised efforts to advertise the 

local products on a national scale also aids industrial development#
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Industry in %*diington sust subsist alongside the many agencies 

of the federal government. This fact is immensely important in the case 

of research and development ^ork being accomplished by private firms 

under the direction of the government* Because of the unpredictable 

nature of this type of work, it is essential that frequent and close 

contacts be maintained between the research personnel and the government 

agency that directs it* Therefore, the Washington area has great possi

bilities as a research and development center. This attraction of 

Washington has been recognised by a number of firms who must coordinate 

their efforts closely with the government and have therefore located in 

the area. This natural advantage of metropolitan Washington should be 

exploited because it will increase the number of firms engaged in a 

highly desirable form of activity and will also attract a group of com

panies that are necessary to produce the equipment and material required 

by those engaged in research and development.

In order that the industrialisation of the Washington area be 

effective, it must be motivated by a sincere desire to aid the community 

and to offer industry the best operating conditions possible. Industry 

will not only help to relieve the financial problems that face the munici

palities, but it will offer the residents of the area increased economic 

opportunities. With the current lack of diversity in occupational 

pursuits, young people in Washington are faced with the prospect of 

either being employed by the government or entering some phase of business 

activity. M increased emphasis on industry will open large fields of 

opportunity to the youth of Washington as it has done elsewhere with 

admirable results*
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%n with a gy%dwtt# r*B*&#oh proj#et wt
A*%rl#(ü» %3iv<gr@îtyy % üia a ^urfey ta dateraiae thw
fwetgMMf that ww)# ÎBfhtatyy to *ooaW la M*tw#ollW& &ichlngtoH. 
Bwaidw ite acMüa&io value», this @W«y le «gpoot@& to offer data 
for better iMnotr&Kl pWming X# the %*Mahin(gtoA 6rea,

to gather «AtorW, for this projæt# I #» drwilatiRg 
the mdo»wl «^metiomBRiro to oerWa B@l@oted flrao. Th» 4&ta 
will be tzwibo# lu fi owflgkRtW, #a«tkir *W will M u&od pri» 
wrily in ,pr@pL.rjU% group obsttotieo# I hop» you wUl Had it 
possible to talo iwforwt&oD» Th» «M&o@W wlf* 
edw%%s##d^lNtM& eavolope la for your ooevwiwoo.ia returning 
the ,u@? ' -

Pl#*æ acoopt «y for your halp in aaklng thia 
ourwy ;3b«alblo* 1 ahall be glad to amk# a eopy of the rwmlto 
available to you»

dwaraly yours,
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2# 4^#R1 Bumbf'r peraoRA pn»a,mUy «xtpleyAd -

3# (a) NfAtur^ <# ^rwWct w t^rvioe pm&wed —

(b) le prwWct *A»Kg%ctur@d 1B yow Aæt? Z@w No . . .

4# 9u»b»r @f ywre fia* Ma «og^ad in thia aotivity -

5# N%**0r of yMx% in wtwpolitfm

6* (a) typa of organ! a«kti6%al im&t$

i* th* atln jiant. ... . Arnmeb niant .. . ... %* only plant

(b) %f this la U# nain plant, give of branqho» -

7# yortlot of total owtput of plant yMoh la aoM in aotropolltwn 

^&3WNW$ Bone 1/3___ V-l AU

8» Portion of total output of plant «hlch le gold to tho fbdaml 

Govonment* None.  1/3 .. . . .. ^/3..... , All

9# %a& ^&re tM ranscno tMt <wu»«C ywr flr» to ei&W&lah itoolf 
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(Gao reverse &W# for Wdltlonol opaco)

IG. %oro yon influcmce^ to locato Mro by the &W@# of g»v#rwM»t w
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A%ole . ... Juab ^iQUKb .. . . .. Kot enaWk

Skilled# 3wt motMh . . Kot enough , ,

Clerical# AAOlo Jusl üoough . ..... Kat euoue'h ...

a%p*wie«y#. profwotluRBl *md aWntiAaNitlv# 

«mouKh . . Bote mioudi D^ort^d into nr#& , ,

13* fraanportntkm fkcllitlos for engklAyeoa * 

Adjust# ... lnoonv^nie$ma. Kot üdomiate ..

14» W 1$ your plant ad@w&& for your Tua ,.. .__  Ko ..
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Tea  . Ko.... Mg ewe# uwoy

16* Do#» the attlWa of the loo&L gavomaont and th» communlty towwAo yow 

bus&neoK cwtrlbute to your pMugr&ga* Tot) ,.. . .. Bo .. ..

17* Batura of oengiotitiion ulth other flow for aaloAt

LWit Koder&tn^y hc^vy. .. . 8^ü?y , ,.... , ,

18* (a) Are your labor Aoato gwoml3y hW&*r than thoae then prevail in 

other industrial araaaf Toa . . Bo

(b) Do they off not your ability to coKMtu thit- *ro&?

Have no effoo^ Booerate %fiect Strong effect..

19# (a) Doog your firm plan to move aaay? %w .. . So . . .

%11 mere within wAropclitw area...... bovine out of area... .....

(b) Bwuww for oonaitWring saving away *



20# (a) yw ex|N0& w OKpMwlQR of (activity during;

Aoxt 5 leak . Ao

(b) %tH thia %oviz% a%^y? Toa ...No Bndotorainad

(o) thia MNU&r». of your plantt !ea No

21# yiBtmel&l in thia rir^ been*

to fiwweo iwWbrial activity . WwoW&t to grant crMit

Do net 3mmr .. ..

&&# (&) yim it* Owt^^tely uaioniked Partly

Not unionised ,

(b) R*latiooü «ith wiono have beam 

Bati&f&etery ... N«yo wmaed aoæ irrltatior,__  ...

23$ can the ^ahin^ton wtropoliten ba aa<to :w ^ttr&ctiv# to 

in&Mtxy?

^ue^tiomiüira by*

CoRpamy title*
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